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ABSTRACT

EMERGENT PHOTOPHYSICS IN DIKETOPYRROLOPYRROLE SUPERSTRUCTURES by
Andrew M. Levine

Advisor: Prof. Adam B. Braunschweig

Organic semiconductors have received substantial attention as active components in
optoelectronic devices because of their processability and customizable electronic properties.
Tailoring the organic active layer in these devices to exhibit desirable optoelectronic properties
requires understanding the complex and often subtle structure-property relationships governing
their photophysical response to light. Both structural organization and frontier molecular orbitals
(FMO) play pivotal roles in energy relaxation processes, and complex interplay between
organization and orbital energies are difficult to anticipate based upon the molecular structure of
the components alone, especially in systems comprised of multiple components. In pursuit of
design rules, there is a need to explore multicomponent systems combinatorially to access larger
data sets, which can be facilitated when error correcting, noncovalent assembly is employed to
achieve long-range order. Another challenge that should be addressed to derive structure-activity
relationships is the need to determine the relative organization of different components within
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active layers with molecular-scale precision. This thesis will first review the use of supramolecular
chemistry to study combinatorial, hierarchical organic systems with emergent optoelectronic
properties (Chapter 1). Specifically, previously reported systems that undergo deactivation by
charge transfer (CT), singlet fission (SF), and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) following
supramolecular assembly will be described. In doing so, we show the value of adopting
combinatorial, supramolecular assembly to study emergent photophysics promises, which can
rapidly accelerate progress in this important research field.
In Chapter 2, it will be shown how two diketopyrrolopyrroles (DPP) and three rylenes
(NDI, dPyr PDI, and dEO PDI) were combined to form six hierarchical superstructures that
assemble as a result of orthogonal H-bonding and π•••π stacking (Chapter 2). The individual
components and the DPP—NDI as well as DPP—PDI pairs were cast into films, and their
superstructures were interrogated by electron microscopy and advanced spectroscopy. All six
superstructures feature different mesoscale geometries as a result of subtle changes in the solidstate packing of the DPPs. Changes in DPP stacking, occurring because of interactions with
adjacent rylenes, impact the excited state dynamics and SF. These superstructures afford triplet
quantum yields as high as 65% for a correlated pair of triplets and 15% for an uncorrelated pair of
triplets. Our studies demonstrate the benefits of combinatorial supramolecular assembly for
exploring the impact of structure on advanced light management in the form of SF.
An ongoing challenge in the use of devices containing organic semiconductors is
determining their film structures. To address this challenge, microcrystal electron diffraction
(MicroED) was used to determine structures of three organic semiconductors and show that these
structures can be used along with grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) to
understand crystal packing and orientation in thin films (Chapter 3). Together these complimentary
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techniques provide unique structural insights into organic semiconductor thin films, a class of
materials whose device properties and electronic behavior are sensitively dependent on solid-state
order.
MicroED, GIWAXS, and UV-Vis spectroscopy were used to determine the unit cell
structure and the relative composition of dimethylated diketopyrrolopyrrole (MeDPP) H- and Jpolymorphs within thin films subjected to vapor solvent annealing (VSA) (Chapter 4). Electronic
structure and excited state deactivation pathways of the different polymorphs were examined by
transient absorption spectroscopy, conductive probe atomic force microscopy, and molecular
modeling. We find VSA initially converts amorphous films into mixtures of H- and J-polymorphs
and promotes further con-version from H to J with longer VSA times. Though both polymorphs
exhibit efficient SF to form coupled triplets, free triplet yields are higher in J-polymorph films
compared to mixed films because coupling in J-aggregates is lower, and, in turn, more favor-able
for triplet decoupling.
The work described herein offers guidance for the supramolecular and photophysics
communities by providing experimental strategies and design principles for creating systems
containing organic semiconductors and that display emergent optoelectronic properties.
Specifically, the examples here provide methods and techniques for designing molecules with
functionality that simultaneously tailors FMO and programmed molecular packing, while also
describing appropriate supramolecular and optoelectronic characterization methods. We learn
from these studies the subtle but profound impact of changing aggregate structure on SF lifetimes
and yields, and this understanding can be applied towards energy harvesting, sensing, or
photocatalytic applications.
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Emergent Photophysics in Diketopyrrolopyrrole Superstructures

Chapter 1:

Contents from this chapter are adapted from the published paper: “Photoactive Organic
Material Discovery with Combinatorial Supramolecular Assembly”

Andrew M. Levine, Sankarsan Biswas, and Adam B. Braunschweig, Nanoscale Advances,
2019, 1, 3858.
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1.

Photoactive Organic Material Discovery with Combinatorial Supramolecular
Assembly
Organic materials are increasingly investigated in solar energy harvesting devices1-3,

sensors4-6, field effect transistors7-9, and catalysts10-13. The active components that drive these
applications are organic semiconductors — small molecules or polymers that are conductive
following charge injection or upon photoexcitation. Organic semiconductors offer several
potential advantages over their inorganic counterparts. First, they can be cheaper to prepare
because the expensive, high-energy annealing processes needed for inorganic semiconductors are
not required for organics.14-15 Second, their structures can be altered to vary their frontier molecular
orbital (FMO) energies, shapes, absorptions, and solid-state packing, thereby providing a degree
of tailorability not available with inorganics.16 This is a major potential benefit of organic
semiconductor systems because systematically altering their substituents could ideally produce
relationships between their molecular structures and their responses to light and charge in solution
and in films. In reality, however, deriving these relationships is far more complex than this
description suggests. The optoelectronic response of organic semiconductors, and particularly
multicomponent materials that are often composed of mixtures of n-type and p-type molecules,
remains difficult to predict if one were to consider only the molecular structures of the
components.17-18 The reason is that many important properties, such as the photophysical
deactivation pathway — the way in which photoexcited electrons relax through various excited
states and intermediates back to the ground state — excited state lifetimes, film conductance, and
light absorption, are ensemble properties that are dependent upon the interactions between two or
more molecules. As such, the properties of organic semiconducting films are sensitively dependent
on the relative orientations and spacing of the components. So, predicting and optimizing the
2

optoelectronic responses of organic semiconductors so they can realize their promise as active
elements for various devices and advanced applications remains a particularly unwieldly problem.
Primarily because of the sensitive dependence of their ensemble properties on Ångstrom-scale
perturbations and the necessity of reproducing these orientations across micrometer or even
millimeter length scales. Meeting these demands becomes even more challenging in
multicomponent materials where different constituent molecules must be brought together in a
specific geometry to achieve a desired function.
The magnitude of the challenges involved in optimizing the photoresponse of a
multicomponent organic system can be understood by considering the active layer of bulk
heterojunction (BHJ) organic photovoltaics.19-20 The BHJ is an OPV device geometry where
organic electron donor molecules and electron acceptor molecules are blended together into a film
that is sandwiched between two electrodes (Figure 1.1.A). In this layer, electrons in the donor or
acceptor chromophores are photoexcited to create coupled electron-hole pairs (excitons). These
excitons migrate to a donor-acceptor interface where they charge separate – electrons are
thermodynamically driven into the acceptor phase and holes into the donor phase.21 Following this
charge separation event, charge carriers must migrate to the opposing electrodes so that they can
be harnessed as electricity (Figure 1.1.B). When the films are cast from solution, the donor and
acceptor components tend to phase-segregate3, 19, 22, reducing heterojunction (i.e. donor-acceptor
contact) area. As the amount of heterojunction interface decreases, the number of charge separation
events decrease or pathways to electrodes do not form so the charges cannot be collected.
Alternatively, too much mixing increases unproductive recombination events because the length
of the percolation pathways to the electrodes can exceed charge carrier diffusion lengths. Ideally,
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Figure 1.1. Donor-acceptor heterojunction morphologies. (A) Bilayer structure showing
process of charge collection in organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices. (B) Bulk heterojunction
(BHJ) and (C) heterojunction optimized to increase junction area, while providing contiguous
pathways for charges to migrate to the electrodes.

the active layer could adopt a geometry (Figure 1.1.C) that maximizes the donor-acceptor
interface, while providing contiguous and short pathways for charge migration to the electrodes.
These operational criteria for organic photovoltaics dictate that the FMO energy levels and
electronic coupling, which govern the dynamics of charge transfer, and film morphology are
treated as equally important considerations in the design of the components of the BHJ layer, but
this is not commonly reflected in practice. Rather, the donor and acceptor components are typically
designed such that upon photoexcitation, the relative energies of the FMOs favor electron transfer
from donor to acceptor, and morphology is an afterthought that is optimized via trial and error.20,
23-24,

Typically, two component systems are spin-coated together to create blended active layers,

and the most common strategies for improving the mixing of donors and acceptors during this
process include installing solubilizing side chains on the components19, 25, solvent annealing26,
adding insulating polymer fillers27, adding peptide side chains28-29, or, alternatively, covalently
linking the two together to create architectures such as diads30, triads31, donor-acceptor alternating
4

polymers32, and double-cable polymers33. Though these covalent strategies may improve
heterojunction interface area, drawbacks include their cumbersome and time consuming syntheses,
which limit the ability to establish structure-activity relationships, and their inability to predictably
control molecular orientation on the nanoscale and film structure on the micrometer length scale,
which are both necessary to create contiguous and uniform percolation pathways from the site of
charge separation to the electrodes. An ideal approach towards exploring and optimizing both
charge-transfer efficiency and film geometry would involve the synthesis of a library of simple
components and a method to control their orientation across the molecular-to-micrometer
continuum. Such an approach would inform how subtle structural modifications affect system
performance, and, in turn, rapidly produce quantitative and predictive relationships between them.
Programmed supramolecular assembly of multicomponent systems is a promising
approach for overcoming the phase segregation conundrum, while providing a mechanism for
rapidly deriving structure-activity relationships. Supramolecular assemblies use noncovalent
bonding – e.g. H-bonding, C–H···π interactions, π···π stacking, van der Waals forces, and metalligand coordination – to bring molecules together in a prescribed orientation (Figure 1.2.A).34-36
Co-assembly – where distinct components noncovalently bond with each other – can be
programmed into photoresponsive organic semiconductors by incorporating complementary
noncovalent bonding motifs into the distinct components (Figure 1.2.B).37 Multicomponent
systems programmed to co-assemble can be combinatorial in that the photoactive cores of similar
molecules can be altered with the same noncovalent bonding group so they share the same
assembly with a set of complimentary components. The benefits of using supramolecular assembly
to achieve order in donor-acceptor films are that (1) the cumbersome syntheses required to
covalently link donor and acceptor components can be circumvented, (2) from a few donor and
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acceptor components with conserved noncovalent bonding groups, many combinations are
attained by simply mixing different components together so structure-activity relationships can be
derived, and (3) self-correcting, supramolecular assembly can also achieve hierarchical
superstructures with long-range order (Figure 1.2.C). Because, supramolecular systems are

Figure 1.2. Supramolecular assembly. (A) Examples of noncovalent binding. (B) Selfassembly between like compounds or co-assembly between complementary components. (C)
Superstructures with hierarchical order.
6

naturally combinatorial, the larger data sets that are attainable when using them to study
photoactive films can provide better predictive insight into how subtle changes in molecular
structure or FMO energies affect active layer performance.
Combinatorial approaches are used extensively to address some of the most vexing
challenges in drug discovery38, material science39, and nanotechnology.40 Combinatorial science
involves synthesizing libraries of components that differ in some key structural aspect, and
screening these for a particular property.38 This strategy results in large data sets that are used to
unearth trends and outliers without devoting exorbitant resources to time-consuming design, and,
as a result, naturally lends itself to solving complex scientific challenges. Combinatorial
approaches have been increasingly adopted for understanding subtle structure-activity
relationships in photoresponsive organic materials, where the ability to rationally design ensemble
properties continues to elude researchers.41-43 Deactivation pathways such as charge transfer
(CT)44-45, singlet fission (SF)46-47, and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)48-49 are all in
competition following the photoexcitation of organic donor-acceptor mixtures, and the factors that
determine whether one occurs preferentially over another is the result of an interplay between
kinetic and thermodynamic driving forces as well as the orientation of the components and the
long-range film order. Here, we focus on the use of supramolecular ordering in combination with
combinatorial approaches to achieve and optimize CT, SF, and FRET in hierarchical, photoactive,
organic semiconductor materials.
1.1

Combinatorial Supramolecular Photoactive Assemblies
This review will present several recent examples of combinatorial, supramolecular

photoactive systems that undergo CT, SF, or FRET following assembly. This section describes
how chromophores were chosen to promote certain deactivation pathways and the role of
7

combinatorial, supramolecular assembly in controlling and understanding their deactivation. In
doing so we hope to show the value of adopting combinatorial, supramolecular approaches to study
and optimize photoactive organic materials for active elements in various emerging optoelectronic
applications.
1.1.1. Charge Transfer
CT involves the transfer of an electron from an electron donor to an electron acceptor (or
a hole from an acceptor to a donor) upon photoexcitation, and is the most common strategy for
harvesting energy from light in OPVs (Figure 1.3.C). Ground state CT is also possible if the
electron donor and the electron acceptor sufficiently mix orbitals to produce a partial CT state. 5052

The charges generated from CT must then have contiguous pathways to diffuse to electrodes

before being lost to geminate (exciton electron-hole pair) and non-geminate recombination if they
are to be collected.44 This phenomena is governed by factors described in the Marcus equation,53
whose major considerations are donor-acceptor distance, electronic coupling, and the
thermodynamic driving force of charge transfer. As such, designing FMOs to favor charge
separation and creating ordered pathways for charge diffusion are critical considerations of donor
and acceptor design.54
FMOs can be tuned by functionalizing the organic semiconductors with electron donating
or withdrawing substituents55-56, however, changes to molecular structure en route to tailoring
FMOs will inevitably affect packing geometry, and, consequently, the electronic coupling between
donors and acceptors. There are many examples of organic donor-acceptor systems that undergo
photoinduced CT, and the ways in which they bring together the components involve noncovalent
assembly57, polymer blending58-59, covalently linking60, and inorganic bonding to form covalent
organic frameworks (COFs)61-62. An example of a combinatorial system in which forming
8

Figure 1.3. Charge transfer (CT) in a covalent organic framework (COF). (A)
Metallophthalocyanine donor and diimide acceptor components. (B) Assembly into columnar
arrays with emergent CT behavior. (C) Photoinduced CT mechanism via excitation and
photoinduced electron transfer (PET).63

contiguous conduction pathways is also considered in conjunction with charge transfer to create
active layers for OPVs as critical design criteria is the work of Jin and et al. 63 In this study, they
9

describe a system in which metallophthalocyanine donors and diimide acceptors (Figure 1.3.A)
are joined via the formation of boronate esters to form a COF with emergent photoinduced CT
following assembly. This system is also significant because there has also been a push for more
cost-effective, air-stable, and FMO-tunable electron acceptors because fullerenes, which are
typically used as acceptors in OPVs, degrade relatively quickly in ambient conditions and their
isotropic structure makes using them for creating hierarchical order challenging.16, 64 The donors
and acceptors in these COFs assemble into columnar arrays via π···π stacking. These stacks
promote charge migration and increase the lifetime of charges produced following photoinduced
CT by providing contiguous pathways for migration (Figure 1.3.B). This system is combinatorial
in that Cu, Ni, and Zn are explored as different metal centers in the phthalocyanine (Pc), and the
three diimides have different extents of π-conjugation, but they all organize as a result of the same
conserved boronate ester formation. As such, the six components produce nine donor-acceptor
systems that can be formed and screened for their ability to separate charges upon photoexcitation
(though only six were actually investigated). Crystal structures resolved by XRD confirm slipped
stacked geometries that result in periodically aligned donor-acceptor configuration with 1D
nanopores. Calculated, optimized unit cell geometries of the donor-acceptor superstructures show
the most stable structure is a slip-stack geometry, which is largely dependent on the π-extension
of the acceptors, and to a lesser extent, the metal centers in the donors. COFs with naphthalene
diimide (NDI) and perylene diimide (PDI), allow for interlayer H-bonding, which further improves
stacking stability. Transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy and time-resolved electron spin
resonance (TR-EPR) were used to interrogate the lifetimes of the charge separated states. It was
found that Cu metal centers enhanced CT lifetimes compared to Ni or Zn, while lattice size from
changing acceptor units played a less critical role. Importantly, in this system, similar hierarchical
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structures are achieved for all metal/acceptor combinations, so a correlation could be drawn as to
how structural and, in turn, electronic changes to individual components contribute to deactivation
properties.
Another example of achieving CT with a combinatorial, supramolecular library of donor
and acceptor components was reported by Mallia et al. who studied a series of nonparallel stacked
dyad chromophores.65 A Suzuki-Miyraura cross-coupling reaction was used to bring together
covalently naphthalimide (NI) acceptors with either naphthalene (N) or phenyl (Ph) donors
(Figure 1.4.A). Superstructure assembly was promoted by C–H···π, π···π, and C–H···O
interactions, while donors and acceptors tilted with respect to one another; N and Ph at 68o and
63o with respect to the NI plane, respectively. Additionally, these interactions and resulting
assembled structures whose geometries were found through simulation, suggest both donor and
acceptor π···π stack in NIN whereas only the acceptor (NI) is self-stacking in NIPh (Figure 1.4.B).
This system is combinatorial in that the same chemistry to connect readily available donor building
blocks to the NI acceptor can be used, so a large number of molecules that subsequently assembly
are easily generated. As a result the same NI acceptor has also been used with other donors in
supramolecular, energy harvesting studies in the Hariharan group that include triphenylamine for
CT66 and perylenimide for FRET67. In this system subtle changes in the molecular structure,
formation occurs while also adjusting FMOs, assembly, and finally, affecting deactivation. The
self-stacked donors and acceptors in NIN to delocalize photoinduced charge carriers and decrease
geminate charge recombination. In contrast, NIPh lacks contiguous pathways along Ph donors for
transport of the positive charge carriers produced from CT. These expectations are substantiated
by 1) the bathochromic shifting in emission spectra of NIN when varying solvent polarity, whose
ground state CT character was higher in NIN (39%) than NIPh (21%), 2) the population of radical
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Figure 1.4. Charge transfer in a supramolecular dyad system. (A) Naphthalimide (NI) acceptor
with either naphthalene (N) or phenyl (Ph) appended donors. (B) Emergent photoinduced
charge separation occurs in NIN superstructures but not NIPh.65

ion state found in NIN, when probed with femtosecond transient absorption (fsTA), which is not
present in NIPh, and 3) more positive electrochemical reduction of NIN in increasing
concentrations of NIN, as a result of radical ion delocalization along D-A stacks, while NIPh
reduction potential was largely unaffected by concentration. As a consequence, nsTA reveals
radical ion pair intermediates surviving 10,000 times longer in their aggregated state than as
monomers, demonstrating how photophysical properties were rapidly understood and optimized
by adopting combinatorial supramolecular assembly.
1.1.2. Singlet Fission
SF is the process by which two electronically coupled chromophores in the ground state
(S0S0) are photoexcited by a single photon to a singlet state (S1S0) and share energy to form a spinallowed state comprised of two coupled triplets (T1T1), each roughly half the energy of the initial
singlet state (Figure 1.5.C).46-47 One of the big advantages to SF is that one photon is used to
produce two excited electrons, but there are caveats including that the resulting triplet state energy
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must be roughly half the energy of the initial singlet state, and bound triplet pairs must decouple
for the SF process to be complete and the triplets to be harnessed.68 SF is an attractive deactivation
process because it has the potential to increase the theoretical efficiency limit of solar energy
materials to 44%46 compared to traditional single band-gap material, which is 33%69. SF has been
studied extensively since the 1960’s in organic materials, primarily in acenes68,

70

and more

recently in rylenes71-72 and diketopyrrolopyrroles (DPPs)73-74. Others have shown SF dynamics in
various acene derivatives, with75 and without76-77 linkers to affect coupling, to be highly sensitive
to packing, spacing, and orientation. “Ideal” SF chromophore organization could provide a 200%
triplet yield. Importantly, optimized geometries would maximize coupled triplet formation, but
also promote their decoupling — a necessary event for harvesting these excited states without
losing them to recombination. For harvesting decoupled triplets, fullerenes have been used with
pentacene, essentially promoting CS after the SF event, to make solar cells.78 Control over the
heterojuntion organization and overall active layer morphology, and stability in ambient
conditions, however, are still ongoing challenges whose resolution could lead to higher SF yields
as well as greater collection of decoupled triplets.
Mauck et al. used a combinatorial approach to study SF kinetics and triplet yields in DPP
by installing different side chains off the DPP core nitrogen (Figure 1.5.A).73 This is a
combinatorial, supramolecular system in that in their work, DPP derivatives with methyl (Me), nhexyl (C6), triethylene glycol (TEG), and 2-ethylhexyl (EH) substituents on the nitrogen of the
DPP core are prepared using the same straightforward chemistry. These DPPs assemble into
stacks, and crystal structures of these materials show that the side chains alter the DPP stacking
torsion angle offset along with transverse and longitudinal displacement with the thiophene
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substituent of one molecule over the DPP core of its neighbor. This slip-stack geometry is known

Figure 1.5. Singlet fission (SF) in self-assembled diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP). (A) Methyl
(Me), n-hexyl (C6), triethylene glycol (TEG), and 2-ethylhexyl (EH) substituents appended to
the DPP core nitrogen. (B) Varying slip-stack geometries caused by sterics, which affect
intermolecular orbital coupling and ultimately SF yields (ΦT) and lifetimes. (C) SF mechanism,
where one photon generates two excitons.73
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as J-aggregation and is preferable for SF over H-aggregation, where molecules are stacked parallel,

Figure 1.6. SF in combinatorial, supramolecular DPP–rylene superstructures. (A) DPP SF
components and rylenes used for scaffolding. (B) Noncovalent interactions lead to cooperative
assembly for forming hierarchical superstructure. (C) Different superstructure morphologies
including fibers, sheets, and scrolls. Scale bars are 200 nm.79
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because of the antisymmetric orbital overlap between coupled neighbors.73 This π···π stacking
geometry is altered by the sterics imposed by side chains off the core, and these relatively subtle
offsets in packing geometry play critical roles in orbital overlap, and thus, SF yields and lifetimes
(Figure 1.5.B). Increased sterics of the side chains separates the DPP cores and leads to slower
formation (𝜏1) of an intermediate state that precedes the formation of (T1T1) via SF (𝜏2). The Me,
C6, and TEG systems demonstrate SF yields over 100%, although 𝜏2 increases with increasing
side chain size of 22.1 ± 0.9, 336 ± 7, and 195 ± 8 ps, respectively. The bulkier EH system,
however, presents a 𝜏2 of 1600 ± 500 ps and is the only system with < 100% triplet yield. This
longer deactivation lifetime is assigned to fluorescence, and based on the 70% triplet yield, 𝜏2 is
calculated to be 1.2 ns. This work demonstrates precisely the importance of control over molecular
packing geometry in promoting SF, and because of DPP’s structural customizability, this study
showed how supramolecular assembly with combinatorial components leads to insight into how
structure affects the complex photophysics of SF.
We have also recently developed a supramolecular system to explore how SF yields and
lifetimes are affected by subtle changes in stacking geometry.79 The active component that
undergoes SF is based upon a DPP core that is substituted with diamidopyridine (DAP) H-bonding
moieties (Figure 1.6.A). In addition, orthogonal π···π stacking between the cores of the aromatic
DPP dyes drives organization into hierarchical structures. The appended DAP groups form Hbonds with rylene diimides, which serve as scaffolds for altering relative DPP orientations in the
stack. Both DPP and rylene structures are easily modified, providing a lever for altering
superstructure geometry in the solid state (Figure 1.6.B). In our system molecular and long-range
geometry were affected in two ways: 1) DPP was monodentate or bidentate depending on the
number of DAP groups appended to the DPP core, or 2) core and bay substitution of rylenes were
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varied to affect their packing geometry, and, as a result, the way they scaffold DPP in the
superstructures. From two DPPs and three rylenes, six superstructures with fiber, sheet, and scroll
morphologies (Figure 1.6.C) in the solid state were obtained, and these were all interrogated with
fs- and nsTA spectroscopy.

Compared to samples composed solely of DPP, some

heterosuperstructures show increased decoupled triplet yields and lifetimes. In the case of
monodentate mDPP, most decoupled triplet lifetimes from SF were longer (as long as 9.2 μs) in
combinatorial, supramolecular thin films compared to films composed solely of mDPP (1.9 μs).
And in the case of dDPP, most decoupled triplet yields were higher in mixed films (as high as
28%) compared to films of dDPP (23%). To date, the most common approaches to explore and
optimize SF focus solely on dye structure, and orientation of dyes in films is an afterthought. As
such, very few groups use secondary components to control their geometry, despite the importance
of packing on SF yield. Our work showed that subtle changes in DPP geometry that result from
controlled noncovalent binding manifest as changes in SF yields and lifetimes.
1.1.3. Förster Resonance Energy Transfer
FRET occurs when the energy released nonradiatively by an excited chromophore is
absorbed by a neighboring molecule (Figure 1.7.C). This happens when donor and acceptor are
in close proximity, ~10-100 Å, and the absorbance of the acceptor overlaps with the emission of
the donor.80

The nonradiative transfer of energy manifests as a decrease in the donor’s

fluorescence and an increase in the acceptor’s. FRET is not as sensitive to electronic coupling as
CT or SF and is less affected by orientation changes, but is highly sensitive to chromophore
distance and spectral overlap. Therefore a wider range of modifications can be done to donors and
acceptors to better control FMOs without as much concern for how the changes in structure affect
neighbor orientation with respect to the FRET partner. FRET has many applications including
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sensitizing triplet oxygen into its excited singlet state, which can be used for photodynamic cancer
therapy81, as a photocatalyst for synthesis82, and for solar energy harvesting83.
Sarkar et al. have used combinatorial, supramolecular assembly to explore a chiral system
that undergoes FRET that uses stacked NDI dimers (Figure 1.7.A).84 In this system, NDI donors
possess symmetrical ethoxy substituents in the NDI core positions, while NDI acceptors had
asymmetric ethoxy and N-isopropyl amine substituents. Fibrous superstructures formed in
nonpolar solvents as a result of π···π stacking between NDI components. The chiral 1,2 diamino
cyclohexane linkers dimerizing the NDI donors or acceptors were used to facilitate self-assembly
or co-assembly. When linkers had the same stereochemistry, co-assembly is possible, whereas
different stereochemistry precluded co-assembly. Self-assembled, or “self-stacked”, dimers did
not results in FRET while co-assembled, or “co-stacked”, systems exhibited FRET because donors
and acceptors were brought into close proximity (Figure 1.7.B). This system is combinatorial in
nature because FMOs can be modulated by varying chromophore substituents, effectively tailoring
FRET absorption and emission, and programmed assembly can be used to bring donor and
acceptor in close enough range for energy transfer.
Ji et al. have recently reported chiral light-harvesting nanotube antennas and studied
cooperative assembly and energy transfer amongst its water soluble donor and acceptor
components.85 In their work, cyanostilbene-appended glutamate (CG) self-assembled into helical
nanotubes, as seen in SEM and TEM, whose chirality is controlled by switching between L-CG
and D-CG (Figure 1.8.A). This CG bilayer structure, which was substantiated with XRD, is the
basic building block that formed lamellar structures, which then roll into chiral nanohelices and
nanotubes (Figure 1.8.B). When achiral acceptor components thioflavin T (ThT) and/or acridine
orange (AO) acceptors are inserted into the L-CG or D-CG to form superstructures, FRET occurs
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Figure 1.7. Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) in assembling naphthalene dimers. (A)
donors and acceptors synthesized by varying core substitution. (B) Chiral linkers promote
either co-assembly or self-sorting structures. (C) FRET mechanism showing energy transfer
from donor to acceptor.84
where the CG is the FRET donor. This system is combinatorial because of the variety, and
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Figure 1.8. Three component FRET system. (A) Cyanostilbene-appended glutamate (CG)
donor, thioflavin T (ThT), and acridine orange (AO) acceptors. (B) Supramolecular assembly
with a bridging acceptor facilitates two sequential FRET (S-FRET) events due to absorption
and emission overlap. Chirality of emissive photons is also transferred (ChT).85

multitude, of acceptors that can be incorporated into the superstructure resulting in 14 possible
superstructures from five components. Co-assembly is confirmed by emergent signals in circular
dichroism (CD) measurements. CG emission overlaps with ThT absorption, making them a
suitable FRET pair, and ThT emission overlaps with AO absorption, but CG emission does not
overlap with AO absorption. As such, FRET can be seen in CG/ThT dyads but not CG/AO dyads.
In CG/ThT/AO triads, ThT absorbs energy from CG which is then transferred to AO, essentially
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acting as a bridge, resulting in two sequential FRET (S-FRET) events. In addition to transferring
chirality from donor to acceptor, circularly polarized luminescence (CPL) — the circularly
polarized emission of light— is also amplified through CG/ThT and triads. All three components
in the CG/ThT/AO triad were independently excited and CPL was measured for chiral transfer
(ChT) and compared to solutions of the individual components. In the co-assembled
superstructures, a CPL signal was seen when only exciting AO, which was attributed to the
chirality imparted by the superstructure. AO CPL further increased when directly exciting ThT,
and even more so when directly exciting CG. As such, CPL was enhanced for each additional
FRET event in the triad system. More generally, this is an elegant example of how biopolymer
assembly, like the peptide assembly that’s used to create nanotube scaffolding in this study, or
DNA assembly86 used in other photoactive systems, can be combinatorial given the diverse library
of components, their ease of fabrication into oligomers, and their chirality can be used for
investigating emergent deactivation pathways in combinatorial, supramolecular systems.
1.2.

Conclusions
Optimizing the photophysical deactivation pathways of organic semiconductors requires

understanding their structure-property relationships. The packing geometry of the molecular
components can be tailored using programmed supramolecular assembly to form self-assembled
and co-assembled materials to achieve emergent photophysics that are absent in individual
components. Understanding the subtle and complex relationships that govern how hierarchical
structure affects overall device performance can be accelerated by adopting a combinatorial
approach where libraries of components assemble by error-correcting, noncovalent assembly that
can be screened quickly and in parallel to reveal trends that would otherwise be difficult to derive.
Here we show how CT, SF, and FRET were studied and the insights revealed by adopting this
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approach. Although we have only selected a few examples, this approach is being increasingly
adopted to understand complex photoactive organic systems and promises to rapidly accelerate
progress in this important research area. Combinatorial, supramolecular libraries can have orders
of magnitude more components, and it will be then that we have truly tapped into its potential for
material discovery. To do so, however, will require concomitant advances in how we study and
understand complex photophysics in hierarchical organic systems.
1.3.
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2.

Singlet Fission in Combinatorial Diketopyrrolopyrrole−Rylene Supramolecular
Films

2.1.

Introduction
Singlet fission (SF) is a multiexciton process, where adjacent chromophores, one in its

first excited singlet state (S1) and one in its ground state (S0), electronically couple to produce a
spin correlated pair of triplet excited states (T1T1) in a one photon, spin-conserved mechanism.1
(𝑆1 𝑆0 ) ↔ (𝑇1 𝑇1 )

eq. 1

For this first step of SF, there are currently three mechanisms discussed in the literature: the direct,
the mediated, and the quantum coherent mechanism. In the direct mechanism, SF, as outlined in
(eq. 1), occurs without any intermediates. In contrast, the mediated mechanism is based on a
populated virtual charge transfer intermediate, which mediates SF.2 The quantum coherent
mechanism infers that upon excitation a quantum superposition of (S1S0) and (T1T1) is formed.3
Organic materials that undergo SF in response to photoexcitation are attractive elements in third
generation solar energy harvesting schemes because of their ability to increase device efficiency
beyond the Schockley-Queisser limit.4-7 Recently, the number of organic chromophores that have
been shown to undergo SF has increased substantially, and now includes carotenoids8, acenes9-10,
rylenes11, and diketopyrrolopyrroles (DPP)12 because they all possess triplet energies that are close
to or less than half the energy of the singlet excited state.
Despite the renewed interest in SF and the growing number of materials that undergo this
process, successful harvesting of these triplets in devices remains challenging as the lifetime of
(T1T1) is limited by triplet-triplet-annihilation and other fast deactivations.13 To address any of
the aforementioned challenges, it is crucial to guarantee transformation of the (T1T1) state into two
decorrelated triplet states (T1) that can be spatially separated. Recently, two mechanisms have been
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proposed for the decorrelation. First, studies on solids of pentacene derivatives and singlecrystalline rubrene suggest triplet decorrelation in parallel to triplet diffusion and, in turn, a
spatially separation of the (T1)s.14-16 Second, a correlated triplet pair state with a quintet spin
configuration, 5(T1T1), acts as an intermediate in spin decorrelation in pentacene dimers and films
of (TIPS-tetracene).17-20 In molecular dimers, the interchromophoric coupling, which is essential
to optimize the initial step in SF, specifically, (T1T1) formation, can be carefully tuned, while films
facilitate the late step in SF, that is, (T1T1) decorrelation and (T1) separation. In the current
contribution, we explore for the first time the combination of both, that is, the tunability of
molecular dimers and the proximity and order of crystalline films using self-assembled
heterosuperstructures. This use of supramolecular chemistry to bring together heterodimers and
combinatorially manipulate packing and frontier molecular orbital levels will accelerate the
rational optimization of SF for efficient solar energy conversion.
2.2.

Methods

2.2.1. Organic Synthesis
All reagents and starting materials were purchased from Aldrich or VWR and used without
further purification unless otherwise noted. Solvents were dried with a MBRAUN Solvent
Purification

System.

N,N'-(4-(tributylstannyl)pyridine-2,6-diyl)dipentanamide,21

3,6-bis(5-

bromothiophen-2-yl)-2,5-bis((R)-2-methylbutyl)-2,5-dihydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione,21
dPyr PDI,22 dEO PDI,21 and mDPP21 were prepared according to previously published reports.
Naphthalene bisdiimide (>97.0% purity) was purchased from TCI America and used without
further purification. Thin-layer chromatography was carried out using aluminum sheets precoated
with silica gel 60 (EMD 40 - 60 mm, 230 - 400 mesh with 254 nm dye). Silica gel (BDH 60Å)
was used for flash column chromatography. All solvents were dried prior to use, and all reactions
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were carried out under Ar atmosphere of using standard Schlenk techniques. Deuterated solvents
were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc. and used as received. NMR spectra
were obtained on Bruker AVANCE 400 and 500 MHz spectrometers. All chemical shifts were
reported in ppm units (δ) using residual solvent as the internal reference. Electrospray ionization
mass spectra were acquired on an Agilent LC/MSD Trap XCT system. High-resolution spectral
analyses were carried out on an Agilent 6200 LC/MSD TOF system. MALDI-TOF spectral
analyses were carried out on the Bruker UltrafleXtreme MS spectrometer.
2.2.2. Solution Preparation
Concentrations were chosen to provide 1:1 dDPP:rylene molar ratios and 2:1 mDPP:rylene
molar ratios. Solutions of dPyr PDI or mixtures of dPyr PDI with dDPP or mDPP were prepared
by dissolving target molar equivalent of each compound in 3 mL anhydrous chlorobenzene
[Sigma-Aldrich] in 1 dram vials with Teflon caps. Solutions of dEO PDI, NDI, or mixtures of each
with dDPP or mDPP were prepared with 3 mL 5% (v/v) THF in spectroscopic grade PhMe in 1
dram vials with Teflon caps. In the case of dPyr PDI, chlorobenzene provided a suitable medium
that facilitated the formation of superstructures when compared to 5% (v/v) THF in toluene. Each
solution-containing vial was heated for 60 minutes at 70oC if the solvent was 5% (v/v) THF in
toluene or 100oC if chlorobenzene, sonicated for 60 minutes at 50oC in a Branson 2510 Ultrasonic
Cleaner to disrupt aggregation, and then stored for a minimum of 48 hours at 4oC.
2.2.3. Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy was used to study the morphology of the individual
components and the DPP—rylene aggregates. 3 μL solutions with individual components or
mixtures were dropped onto continuous carbon grids [Electron Microscope Sciences CF400-CU],
allowed to sit for 1 minute, and then wicked dry from the grid edge using filter paper [Whatman
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Cat No 1001-070]. Samples were imaged using a 200 KeV FEI Titan Themis 200 transmission
electron microscope equipped with an FEI Ceta 4k by 4k camera. All samples of the DPP—rylene
heteroaggreates were prepared following the sonicating, heating, and cooling process described
above. dPyr PDI and dPyr PDI mixtures were drop-cast from chlorobenzene while the rest were
drop-cast from PhMe.
2.2.4. Powder X-Ray Diffraction
Powder X-Ray Diffraction patterns were collected using a PANalytical - X'Pert³ Powder
system equipped with Pixel1D detector. Samples were drop-cast from solutions of each component
or mixed system onto an aluminum sample holder and spun at a rate of 2 s/revolution.
2.2.5. Thin Film Preparation
Glass slides were cleaned by sonicating in isopropanol and Me2CO followed by exposure
to O2 plasma from a Harrick Plasma Cleaner PDC-32 G. Drop-casted thin films were produced by
dropping ~5 μL from a glass Pasteur pipet onto 1 cm2 glass substrate and air dried at room
temperature. Spin-coated thin films were prepared by statically dispensing 20 μL of each solution
onto 1 cm2 glass substrates and spinning at 5000 rpm for 60 s with a 3 s ramp. Meniscus-sheared
films were prepared by dropping 10 μL of target solution onto a secured glass slide and placing on
top a second glass slide. The top slide was moved in a circular motion to aid in breaking up
aggregates and then quickly pulled away parallel to the plane of the secured glass slide. The
resulting film air dried in seconds. Films were also prepared using dPyr PDI systems in
chlorobenzene as mentioned earlier. The same protocol was followed for these films as their 5%
(v/v) THF in toluene counterpart.
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2.2.6. Infrared Spectroscopy
Solutions of each component and mixtures were drop-cast onto Alfa Aesar disposable KCl
IR cards (9.5 mm aperture) and air dried before measurement in a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR
spectrometer. The sample chamber was left in ambient conditions during data acquisition.
2.2.7. Circular Dichroism
Circular dichroism (CD) of thin films of components and heteroaggregates data was
collected using a Jasco J-1500 CD Spectrometer with Julabo F25 Heating Circulator. Solutions
described in Table S2.1 were drop-cast onto quartz slides.
2.2.8. UV-Vis Spectroscopy
Diluted solutions of the DPP and rylene components and their mixtures were prepared by
adding a drop (~20 μL) of each solution with concentrations given in Table S2.1 to 3 mL of 5%
(v/v) THF in PhMe. dPyr PDI and its mixtures were diluted in chlorobenzene. Each solution was
added to a quartz cuvette, Teflon-capped, and measured directly at 20oC, unless noted otherwise,
using a Shimadzu UV-VIS Spectrophotometer (UV – 1800). Meniscus-sheared films, prepared
from heated, sonicated, and cooled solutions from Table S2.1, were side mounted using carbon
tape and measured under the same conditions. Spectra were normalized to 1 by dividing by λ max
for ease of comparison without losing proportions.
2.2.9. Cyclic Voltammetry
LUMO levels for dPyr PDI, NDI, and dDPP were determined by finding their reduction
potentials in 0.1 M NH4PF6 with ferrocene (Fc) internal standard in THF, LUMO levels for dEO
PDI and mDPP have been previously reported.23 Each solution was placed in an electrochemical
cell composed of glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl
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reference electrode and then subjected to a 0.5 V/s potential sweep using a CH Instruments
Electrochemical Workstation potentiostat [CHI660E]. Fc was added to each solution as an internal
reference.
2.2.10. Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
The EOS and HELIOS spectrometers (Ultrafast Systems) were used for broadband pumpprobe nanosecond and femtosecond transient absorption (TA) experiments. Shot-by-shot
acquisition and balanced detection using the probe-reference method were applied. The second
harmonic of an amplified Ti:Sapphire CPA-2110 fs laser system (Clark MXR: output 775 nm, 1
kHz, 150 fs pulse width, standard deviation < 0.5 %) was used as pump. In HELIOS experiments
(fsTA), the probe was generate by focusing the fundamental of the CPA-2110 fs laser system on a
sapphire crystal (standard deviation < 2 %). For EOS measurements (nsTA), the probe pulse was
generated by a pulsed supercontinuum laser (fundamental: 1064 nm, output 350 - 2200 nm, 2 kHz,
700 ps–1 ns pulse width, standard deviation < 1 %) that is part of the EOS spectrometer.
Global and target analysis of the TA data was performed with the open-source software
package Glotaran.24-26 Prior to global and target analysis, a baseline correction (fsTA data),
respectively, a correction for scattered light (nsTA data) was performed with Ultrafast`s Surface
Xplorer. The wavelength dependent character (dispersion) of the instrument response function
(IRF) was modeled in global and target analysis and taken into account. All measurements in
solution were carried out in 2 mm OS quarz cuvettes in argon saturated solutions. All solid state
measurements were carried out in argon atmosphere.
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2.2.11. Determination of quantum yields
Quantum yields for excited states observed in femtosecond transient absorption (fs-TAS)
are determined by a modified ground state bleach method that is commonly used for triplet
quantum yield determination in thin films. The method is based on addition of arbitrary scaled
portions of ground state absorption to the differential evolution associated spectra (EAS) received
from global analysis of the raw differential absorption spectra. The latter process is repeated until
any spectral fingerprints of the ground state bleaching (GSB) is eliminated from the spectra.
Subsequently, pure GSB spectra are derived from the amount of ground state absorption that had
to be added to the differential spectra. Relating the latter to the pure singlet excited state (S1S1)
GSB which is set to 100 % allows for calculation of respective quantum yields. Exceptions had to
be made for the (S1S0) state of dDPP and dDPP–dPyr PDI. Here the quantum yield was determined
directly by target analysis as further explained for the nanosecond transient absorption (ns-TAS)
data. As the ns-TAS data does not include the (S1) signatures due to insufficient time resolution,
quantum yields for excited states observed in ns-TAS data are determined directly by target
analysis. The latter is based on the assumption that extinction coefficients for all triplet species
observed on this time scale have to remain constant during the excited state decay. In turn,
conversion efficiencies are chosen as such, that the species associated spectra match each other.
2.3.

Results and Discussion
We recently reported a self-assembling system containing monodentate DPP (mDPP)

functionalized with a single diamido pyridine (DAP) group and diethyloctyl perylene bisdiimide
(dEO PDI) that forms 2:1 mDPP:dEO PDI aggregates with hierarchical helical structure. Here we
revisit the photophysics of the mDPP—dEO PDI and build upon this self-assembly strategy to
create a library of six DPP—rylene combinations that vary in their superstructure geometries and,
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in turn, coupling between the DPPs within the assemblies. The expanded library of DPPs and
rylenes (Figure 2.1.A) includes the previously reported mDPP with a single DAP group, and the
newly added bidentate DPP (dDPP) with two DAP H-bonding groups, which binds two diimides,
forming 1:1 dDPP:rylene aggregates. Superstructures form as a result of orthogonal H-bonding
and π•••π stacking (Figure 2.1.B).21 Rylene components include naphthalene bisdiimide (NDI),
dipyrrolodine perylene bisdiimide (dPyr PDI), and the previously studied dEO PDI. The new dDPP
component was characterized by NMR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry, and all data are
consistent with the proposed chemical structure. The six DPP—rylene superstructures (Figure
2.1.C) vary in the DPP:rylene stoichiometry as well as the shapes of the components. This strategy
provides a library of DPP—rylene heterosuperstructures to study how subtle changes in geometry
affect the response to photoexcitation, while accessing error-correcting supramolecular assembly
to create micrometer-scale order, while simultaneously minimizing synthetic efforts. Importantly,
the solid-state packing of the DPP chromophores that undergo SF can be subtly tuned by altering
the rylene with which it co-assembles.
Before the photophysics of these superstructures could be assessed, methods to form
DPP—rylene superstructures were developed. Studies by ourselves21, 23, 27-29 and others30-32 show
that the individual DPP and rylene components have a propensity to aggregate as a result of π•••π
stacking and H-bonding interactions that must be overcome to form the more thermodynamically
stable DPP—rylene heteroaggregates. To this end, solutions were prepared in a ratio of 2:1
mDPP:dEO PDI (mol/mol) in 5% THF in PhMe. With the mDPP—dEO PDI system, we observed
in TEM that if the mixtures are not heated, then the films are composed primarily of small
crystallites of the individual components, whereas if the mixtures are heated (70 oC), sonicated (60
min), and ripened (24 h at 4

o

C), the films are uniformly composed of only helical
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Figure 2.1. Supramolecular library, assembly mechanism, and combinatorial systems. (A)
Library composed of three rylenes and two diketopyrrolopyrroles, (B) supramolecular
assembly via triple H-bonding and π•••π stacking results in DPP—rylene superstructures, and
(C) superstructures vary in the DPP and rylene components and DPP—rylene stoichiometry.

heteroaggregates (Figure S2.3.). This protocol was subsequently applied to all other DPP—rylene
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mixtures to form the heterosuperstructures, with the use of chlorobenzene for dPyr PDI, and in 1:1
stoichiometries when using dDPP.
TEM illustrates the variations in the morphology of the six DPP—rylene superstructures
(Figure 2.2). The bidentate dDPP forms micrometer-length rods with dPyr PDI, micrometerlength scrolls with dEO PDI, and nanoscopic flakes with NDI, all that appear to have a thickness
of only a few molecular layers. Monodentate mDPP forms nanoscopic flakes with dPyr PDI, and

Figure 2.2. Transmission electron micrographs of components and mixtures. TEM
micrographs of DPPs, rylenes, and DPP—rylene mixtures show that the superstructure
geometries vary between 1D and 2D morphologies based upon the DPP and rylene
components. Scale bars are 200 nm.
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high aspect ratio helical nanofibers with both dEO PDI and NDI. In the case of the mDPP—NDI
and dDPP—dPyr PDI systems, superstructures with lengths >100 µm form. Characterization by
powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) confirmed the crystallinity of the superstructures, as the powder
patterns of the mixtures were unique from the diffraction patterns of the individual components
(Figure S1.5.). These studies confirm that a diverse set of 1D and 2D morphologies form as a
result of subtle changes in the molecular structures of the components.
Casting solutions of superstructures into uniform and reproducible thin films is critical for
further structural analysis, interrogation of their photophysics by transient absorption spectroscopy
(TAS), and future integration into optoelectronic devices. Various film preparation methods were
explored to develop conditions to maintain film homogeneity on the millimeter length scale.
Meniscus-sheared films produced fewer and smaller observable homoaggregates, while
maintaining uniform and reproducible thicknesses, compared to drop-casting and spin-coating, and
was used to create films of all six superstructures.
It is often difficult to obtain single crystal X-ray data of multicomponent superstructures.
In the absence of such data, multiple spectroscopic techniques are used in concert to understand
the noncovalent interactions and packing within the materials. For example, McGeehee et al.
applied specular XRD data of films, molecular modeling, and spectroscopy to construct a model
for a polymer—fullerene bimolecular system.33 Similarly, here we use PXRD, IR, circular
dichroism (CD), and UV-vis to understand packing with the six DPP—rylene films. Multiple
spectroscopies were applied to understand the arrangement of the chromophores within the
superstructures in films. We have shown previously27 that in films, IR confirms the formation of
the triple H-bonds between the diimides on dEO PDI and the DAP groups on mDPP. The IR
spectrum of mDPP possesses two peaks corresponding to amide stretches, a sharp peak at ~3400
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cm-1 of an unbound amide, and a broad resonance at ~3300 cm-1, corresponding to a DAP amide
that forms an H-bond with an adjacent DAP group. Upon mixing dEO PDI and mDPP, only a
single broad peak at ~3300 cm-1 was observed, as all DAP amides are involved in H-bonds with
the diimide groups on dEO PDI. In all six DPP—rylene mixtures studied here, this same pattern
is observed in the IR (Figure S1.7.), confirming that in all cases the triple H-bonds between the
DPPs and rylenes form. Circular dichroism provides further evidence of hierarchical assembly
because Cotton effects arise upon superstructure formation as a result of the homochiral (S)-2methylbutyl side chains emanating from the nitrogen in the DPP core. Thin films of all mixtures
except mDPP—dPyr PDI show strong Cotton effects (Figure S1.8.). In mDPP—dEO PDI and
mDPP—NDI, bisignated traces in the CD spectra were observed, which are signatures of the
helical fibers34, and, which are consistent with TEM data. Evidence of assembly also stems from
the steady state absorption spectra in the form of vibronic sharpening and bathochromic shifting
of the DPP π → π* transition of the DPP—rylene films for all six heterogenous films. In mDPP—
dEO PDI, a new peak occurs at 632 nm, which was previously assigned as a charge transfer peak.
We recognize that an increase in molecular order and shorter intermolecular DPP π-stacking
distances in the solid state could also cause these changes, which is a generally accepted analysis
for DPP systems and the more likely explanation for the observed changes in the DPP UV-Vis
spectrum upon assembly.12, 35 An example where our own experiments support this notion is the
comparison between dDPP in solution and film. The solid state measurement includes the third
red shifted peak at 680 nm that arises from aggregation (Figure S1.9.). In addition to increased
order when translating from solution to the solid state, red shifting of the π → π* and vibronic
sharpening occur in mDPP—rylene films compared to mDPP alone. This suggests that mDPP
forms more ordered π•••π stacking when scaffolded to rylene. The smallest bathochromic shift is
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seen in dPyr PDI where bulky pyrrolodine groups appended to the bay position could prevent
closer packing, and the disrupted organization may also explain the absence of a strong Cotton
effect. It should be noted that these six systems demonstrate the generality of this assembly
approach to direct different chromophores into heterosuperstructures. Importantly, these data show
that the superstructures are unique and different from the components, indicated by the changes
that occur in all data, including PXRD, IR, CD, and UV-vis. Also, the complete disappearance of
peaks in IR and PXRD that are signatures of the individual components in these ensemble
measurements further suggest that the superstructures are uniformly distributed across the
substrate.
In the solid state, SF has been successfully documented to occur for DPPs and rylenes as
well with quantum yields from as low as 30% to as high as 200%.11-12, 36-38 By virtue of rylene
scaffolding in the heterosuperstructures we set our focus on SF in DPPs. An additional incentive
for our focus on the SF material with a lower excited state energy is to avoid FRET or any other
competing processes. Thus, transient absorption experiments were performed with 387 nm
excitation. Irrespective of the presence or absence of rylenes, all mDPP or dDPP
heterosuperstructures show qualitatively similar results (Figures S1.21.-S1.27.), indicating that all
have deactivation pathways in common. Fitting the differential absorption data with a combination
of global and target analyses, gives rise to lifetimes, quantum yields (Figures S1.28.-S1.35.), and
species associated spectra (SAS) of all states and intermediates involved in the excited state decay.
In particular, SAS correspond to differential absorption changes divided by population or, in other
words, extinction coefficients of the respective excited states. The mechanistic model applied for
global target analysis involves five sequentially decaying states and losses to the ground state
spanning the femto (fs-TAS) and nanosecond (ns-TAS) timescales and lasting to microseconds
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(Figure S1.19.). dDPP—NDI is an exception: on the ns-TAS timescale a parallel process
competing with triplet decorrelation is included into the mechanistic model (Figure S1.20.).
Immediately after excitation of mDPP—dEO PDI, the differential absorption spectra
(Figure 2.3.) give rise to differential absorption features including minima at 524, 570, and 640
nm as well as maxima at 750 and 920 nm. Based on a comparison with reference measurements,
which were performed with just mDPP (Figure S1.21.), the 750 and 920 nm maxima are assigned
to characteristics of a mDPP centered singlet excited state (S1). Consequently, the minima confirm
successful mDPP excitation and correspond to ground state bleaching (GSB) of mDPP. Overall,
our findings are consistent with the quasi-selective excitation of DPP because the extinction
coefficients at the 387 nm excitation of DPPs exceed those of the rylenes by at least a factor of
three in every combination (Figure S1.13.). In mDPP—dEO PDI, the mDPP singlet excited state
decays biphasically in two steps. Importantly, the overall spectral shape remains unchanged during
the first step of the decay, with a lifetime of 2.8 ps, only a loss in signal intensity is noted. For the
second step, a lifetime of 34 ps was determined.
We are considering two different rationales for the 2.8 ps lasting component. First,
reference experiments with mDPP in solution rather than in the solid state also revealed a shortlived singlet excited component. In THF, a 21 ps decay was concluded. In contrast to the solid
state measurements, the signal intensity remained unchanged (Figure S1.15.). In turn, we attribute
the 21 ps to internal conversion of an initially populated higher singlet excited state (Sn, n>1) to the
lowest singlet excited state (S1) and / or vibrational cooling. Internal conversion and / or vibrational
cooling in solid state samples are, however, expected to be ultrafast on a timescale beyond our
temporal resolution of 400 fs. Second, a high photon-flux excitation and the close proximity
between mDPPs in mDPP—dEO PDI is a favorable scenario for singlet-singlet annihilation (SSA).
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Figure 2.3. Femtosecond transient absorption of mDPP—dEO PDI films. (A) Differential
absorption spectra of mDPP—dEO PDI films obtained upon femtosecond flash photolysis (λex
= 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays between 0 and 7500 ps, (B) species associated
spectra (SAS) of mDPP—dEO PDI as obtained by target analysis of the fs-TAS differential
absorption spectra; (S1 / S1S1) in black, (S1S0) in blue, (T1T1) in green, solution sensitized (T1)
in red. The NIR region from 775 to 1350 nm has been scaled by a factor of 1.5. (C) population
kinetics, and (D) single wavelength kinetics as well as corresponding fits.
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Thus, singlet excited states (S1S1), which are near to each other, are subject to SSA within 2.8 ps
(Figure S1.36.)39.

Independent confirmation came from a variation of laser power in

measurements with mDPP—dEO PDI: Contributions from the 2.8 ps component decreased
meaningfully when the laser power was attenuated from 1000 to 100 nJ/pulse (Figure S1.36.).
Following the initial decay, namely SSA, only (S1S0) remains. Deactivation of (S1S0) is
very fast in DPP—dEO PDI with a lifetime of 34 ps. As a result of the fast decay, a new set of
maxima emerge in the visible region at 540 and 600 nm and in the NIR region at 911 and 1000
nm. The new features in mDPP—dEO PDI are in sound agreement with triplet sensitization
experiments of mDPP, in which anthracene was utilized as a triplet sensitizer in Ar saturated THF
(Figures 2.3. and S1.17.-S1.18.). Therefore, we assign the newly formed state to a DPP-centered,
correlated triplet pair (T1T1). Relative to (S1S1), the absolute triplet quantum yield is 32%. Because
(T1T1) is a double excitonic state, the effective quantum yield of (T1T1) is 16%. Notably, the latter
corresponds to a SF triplet yield of 55% with respect to that fraction of (S1S0), which is not
quenched by SSA. Relating (T1T1) to (S1S0) assists in correcting the quantum yields. Formation
of (T1T1) is based on rapid intermolecular SF as a deactivation pathway for mDPP in the
heterosuperstructures. A triplet quantum yield of less than 100% is, however, insufficient proof
for SF. (Ultra)fast kinetics of triplet formation in mDPP—dEO PDI films, on one hand, and lack
of intrinsic triplet formation in solutions of mDPP, on the other hand, substantiate our
interpretation. Reference measurements with DPPs in THF show a slow deactivation of (S1)
exclusively to the ground state within 4.8 ns and 3.8 ns for mDPP and dDPP (Figures S1.15. and
S1.16.), respectively, and without any triplet formation. Low triplet quantum yields indicate a
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Figure 2.4. Nanosecond transient absorption of mDPP—dEO PDI films. (A) Differential
absorption spectra of mDPP—dEO PDI obtained upon nanosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387
nm) in Ar atmosphere with time delays between 0 and 400 µs, (B) species associated spectra
(SAS) of mDPP—dEO PDI as obtained by target analysis of the ns-TAS differential absorption
spectra; (T1T1) in green, (T1T1)-intermediate in orange, (T1 + T1) in purple, (C) population
kinetics, and D) single wavelength kinetics as well as corresponding fits.

radiationless competing process that is introduced and accelerated in solid state samples. Without
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substantive additional modeling, however, we are unable to determine the detailed SF mechanism,
and that will be the focus of future studies on this system.40
From ns-TAS experiments of the mDPP—dEO PDI films (Figure 2.4.) we derive a lifetime
of 16 ns for (T1T1). The triplet features are subject to a triphasic decay with lifetimes of 16 ns, 161
ns, and, 9.2 µs. Throughout the triphasic decay, all SAS remain identical with respect to their
spectral shape. In turn, we conclude a stepwise decoherence of the correlated triplets (T1T1) to
afford decorrelated triplets (T1 + T1) with lifetimes of nearly 10 µs within the DPP
heterosuperstructures. As independently demonstrated by three different groups, the triphasic
nature of the (T1T1) decay strongly suggests the presence of an intermediate correlated (T1T1)
species.17-19 Notably, the focus was on tetracenes and pentacenes in room temperature solutions
and cryogenic temperature matrices. Implicit is the involvement of a transient correlated 5(T1T1)
with a quintet spin17-20 species, a mechanism, which was lately confirmed in PDI nanocrystals.41
Another explanation involves a spatially separated correlated (T1…T1) pair with overall singlet
spin, which was observed in crystalline rubrene as well as aggregated pentacenes.14-16 Transient
EPR spectroscopy with DPPs and rylenes has never been published to this date - neither in matrices
nor in films. Thus, the lack of transient EPR spectroscopy precludes determining the exact nature
of our intermediate. Therefore, we refer to it as (T1T1)-intermediate. Respective quantum yields
for the (T1T1)-intermediate and (T1 + T1) are 12% and 2.5%. Considering the correlated nature of
the triplet pairs, triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) is the major loss mechanism during decorrelation
of (T1T1). It is safe to conclude that none of the different rylenes impact the DPP excited state
deactivation; given that the spectral signatures of PDI ions and triplets are well known, we have
no spectroscopic evidence for any energy transfer, charge transfer, etc.
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heterosuperstructures. Overview of spectroscopic data for DPP based supramolecular films:
SF yields for A) mDPP and B) dDPP and triplet lifetime of (T1T1), (T1T1)-intermediate (T1 +
T1) and (T1) for C) mDPP and D) dDPP heterosuperstructures and sensitized monomers in
THF.

By virtue of the lack of response from NDI or PDI to the initial 387 nm photoexcitation,
we compared the key parameters involved in the DPP-based SF processes of the six
heterosuperstructures. Differences are exclusively governed by the DPP interactions, which are
altered by the inter-NDI or -PDI stacking. Quantum yields for all SF products are calculated
relative to the second (S1S0) species, that is, after singlet-singlet-annihilation. Trends for the dDPP53

based heterosuperstructures (Figure 2.5.) are, however, elusive. On one hand, the highest (T1T1)
SF yield of 89% is observed in films of just dDPP, while the SF yields decrease to, for example,
51% in dDPP—dEO PDI. In other words, dDPP films, which lack short-range order, possess an
inter-dDPP geometry that supports efficient SF better than any heterosuperstructure. A look at the
yields of the uncorrelated (T1 + T1) triplets, which are desirable for extracting charges, gives rise
to an opposite trend: dDPP—dPyr PDI shows SF yields of 28% in contrast to only 23% for dDPP.
More striking are the differences within the mDPP series. For example, when going from a pure
mDPP film to mDPP—NDI, to mDPP—dEO PDI, and to mDPP—dPyr PDI heterosuperstructures
the (T1T1) SF yields increase from 50% to 65% (Figure 2.5.). Overall, the low triplet quantum
yields are in sound agreement with what has been reported by Wasielewski et al. on, for example,
DPP nanoparticles with values ranging from 30% to 70%.36 Even stronger is the impact on the
decorrelated (T1 + T1) triplets. The triplet lifetimes for mDPP and mDPP—NDI are as short as 1.9
and 1.7 µs, respectively, while they increase to 5.9 µs for mDPP—dPyr PDI and 9.2 µs for
mDPP—dEO PDI. Compare these values to the 21 µs triplet excited state lifetime of mDPP found
in triplet-sensitization experiments in solution. A likely rationale infers that in mDPP and mDPP—
NDI the triplets are not entirely decorrelated and TTA still dominates. In mDPP—dPyr PDI and
mDPP—dEO PDI, the (T1 + T1) triplet lifetimes approach the intrinsic value determined in the
sensitization experiments. Thus, (T1 + T1) should be considered fully decorrelated.
2.4.

Conclusion
In conclusion, a combinatorial set of DPP—rylene superstructures were interrogated for

quantum yields and lifetimes of coupled and decoupled triplet states produced via SF. Changes in
the molecular structures of the components resulted in various 1D and 2D morphologies, whose
long-range order and geometric differences have complex consequences on the light management.
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Such a supramolecular scaffolding is an invaluable motif for studying morphology-dependent
photophysics in supramolecular heterojunctions, which can be further tuned for charge separation
and transport, while maximizing junction area, for applications in optoelectronic devices.
2.5.
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Emergent Photophysics in Diketopyrrolopyrrole Superstructures

Chapter 3:

Contents from this chapter are adapted from the published paper: “Crystal structure and
orientation of organic semiconductor thin films by microcrystal electron diffraction and
grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering”

Andrew M. Levine, Guanhong Bu, Sankarsan Biswas, Esther H. R. Tsai, Adam B.
Braunschweig, and Brent L. Nannenga, Chemical Communications, 2020, 56, 4204.
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3.

Structure and Orientation of Organic Semiconductor Thin Films by Microcrystal
Electron Diffraction and Grazing-Incidence Wide-angle X-ray Scattering
Organic semiconductor films are active components in a number of electronic devices,

including organic field effect transistors (OFET)1-3 and organic photovoltaics (OPV)4-6, because
they conduct electricity in response to charge injection or irradiation with light. The optoelectronic
responses of these devices are sensitively dependent upon the packing geometry of the organic
semiconductors in their active layers7-9, so solving their crystal structure is essential for
understanding and, ultimately, predicting device properties, such as charge transport mechanism,

mobility, and conductance. Determination of molecular packing and orientation, however, can be
challenging because of the difficulty in crystallizing samples with sufficient dimensions necessary
(> 1x103 μm3) for conventional single crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques, and these data
still do not provide information about crystallite orientation and alignment within the device active
layer film. Therefore, there is a need for new methods for high-resolution structure determination
that can be carried out on the small crystallites typically found in synthesized samples and a way
for determining whether these same unit cell structures are prevalent in the thin films used in the
active layers of devices.
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Microcrystal electron diffraction (MicroED) is an emerging method for the collection of
electron diffraction data from crystallites several orders of magnitude smaller than what is required
for single crystal XRD experiments10-12. This method bypasses additional crystallization steps,
which can often be difficult and time consuming, thereby facilitating rapid structure determination.
Recently, MicroED has been extended to the study of small organic molecules from
nanocrystalline powders13-14, but this technique has still not been adopted widely for analyzing
organic semiconductors. Here we apply MicroED for the structural determination of three organic
semiconductors of the rylene and diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) classes. The molecules investigated
are two rylene bisimides15-18 – dipyrrolodine perylene diimide (dPyr PDI)19-20 and dicyano
naphthalene diimide (dCN NDI)21 – and a diketopyrrolopyrrole (dDPP)22-24, all of which have been
explored previously in the context of organic optoelectronic devices. The successful determination
of these three structures from unrefined powders demonstrates the facility with which this
technique is applied to organic semiconductors and is therefore ideal for deriving structure-activity
relationships in a class of compounds whose desirability is based upon properties that arise from
the relative spatial arrangement in the solid state. Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS) was used to determine if the films and the crystals possess the same unit cell and also
add detail such as packing orientation with respect to the substrate. Together, these techniques
offer a full picture of how organic semiconductors organize in thin films, and this work is a model
for how a more complete understanding of organic thin film behavior can be achieved.
3.1.

Molecular Packing in dPyr PDI Thin Films
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The first sample we analyzed by MicroED and GIWAXS was dPyr PDI because its
structure had been determined previously by conventional single crystal XRD, and as such, this
sample was appropriate for validating our experimental approach. dPyr PDI was synthesized
following previously reported methods20, and TEM grids were prepared by drop-casting from 10
mM toluene solutions (see Supporting Information). When the grids were imaged in the TEM,

Figure 3.1. Determination of dPyr PDI structure and film packing. (A) TEM micrograph of
dPyr PDI crystallites with circles indicating particles selected for further analysis. Scale bar is
2 μm. (B) MicroED diffraction pattern of dPyr PDI crystallites extending to 0.60 Å. (C, D) Unit
cell (box) of solved crystal structure with asymmetric Cc space group packing, single molecule
of dPyr PDI shown in green. Pyrrolidine substituents on adjacent molecules form an alternating
π-stacked structure where dPyr PDI molecular planes are 6.74 Å apart when separated by
pyrrolidine groups and 4.01 Å when not. Atom colors: C, grey; N, blue; O, red. H have been
omitted for clarity. (E) GIWAXS scattering pattern of dPyr PDI drop-casted thin film on glass
slide shows no preferred orientation with respect to the substrate. (F) Overlay of GIWAXS 1D
integrated intensity (black) and CrystalDiffract simulated powder pattern (blue) generated from
MicroED determined unit cell.
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they were found to contain nanocrystalline material (Figure 3.1.A). Crystallites that were well
separated from other crystals and diffracted well (clear and sharp diffraction spots that extend to
high-resolution) were used to collect continuous rotation MicroED data sets at 300 kV and a total
dosage of approximately 5 e‒/Å2 (see Supporting Information)25. It is important to note that the
crystals used for MicroED were estimated to be on average 0.8 μm ⨯ 0.3 μm ⨯ 0.1 μm, which is
approximately 4 ⨯104 times smaller in volume than what was initially used for X-ray structure
determination by single crystal methods. Diffraction data extended to approximately 0.60 Å
(Figure 3.1.B). Diffraction data from three dPyr PDI crystallites were merged together for the
final data set, and the structure was determined by direct methods. The MicroED structure of dPyr
PDI (Figure 3.1.C, D) is nearly identical to that determined by single crystal XRD with a Cc space
group and deviations of 0.68%, 1.01%, 0.64%, and 0.55% between the MicroED and X-ray data
sets for a, b, c, and β, respectively. Unlike the herringbone pattern commonly seen in the molecular
packing of rylenes18, 26, the packing in dPyr PDI is cofacial, asymmetric, and slip-stacked. This
may be caused by steric crowding imposed by the pyrrolidine groups, which causes bowing and
prevents the H-bonding between the imide groups that is typically seen in herringbone packing of
rylenes.
GIWAXS data were collected on dPyr PDI films that were drop-casted onto glass slides to
further corroborate the unit cell determined by MicroED, confirm the unit cell observed in the
crystallites matches the packing in the films, and determine if they lie on the substrate with a
preferred orientation. The scattering pattern is composed of well-defined, radially uniform rings,
which indicates a crystalline sample with no preferential orientation with respect to the glass
substrate (Figure 3.1.E). dPyr PDI GIWAXS data was compared with the MicroED solved
structures by generating a simulated dPyr PDI powder pattern of the MicroED structure using
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CrystalDiffract, and this pattern was then compared to the GIWAXS 1D integrated intensity versus
q (Figure 3.1.F). The two data sets are in good agreement, with all peaks on the simulated
spectrum mapping onto peaks in the GIWAXS data. This match between MicroED and GIWAXS
data confirms that the solved unit cell is what is prevalent in films and provides a pathway for
identifying unit cell structure and orientation in device-related films.
3.2.

Molecular Packing in NDI Thin Films
Subsequently, MicroED was applied to solving the previously unknown crystal structure

of dCN NDI, a naphthalene diimide, which is increasingly adopted in OFETs18, 27 as an air-stable,
n-type semiconductor because of its low lying LUMO21, 28. dCN NDI was synthesized following
previously reported methods21, and 10 mM toluene solutions were drop-casted directly onto TEM
grids for MicroED interrogation (Figure S2.1.). Crystallites of dCN NDI diffracted beyond 0.6 Å
in some cases (Figure S2.2.). Because dCN NDI crystals showed a preferred orientation on the
grid, 8 crystals in total were merged to obtain a data set at 71.5% overall completeness at a
resolution of 0.57 Å. Despite the relatively low completeness of the data, the structure of dCN NDI
was determined (R1/wR2 = 0.1690/0.3919), and it organized into a herringbone motif (Figure
3.2.). The structure of the dCN NDI is arranged such that there are H-bonds formed between the
carbonyl and amide groups of adjacent molecules (Figure 3.2.C), such that each dCN NDI makes
a total of 4 H-bonds with 4 other adjacent molecules. dCN NDI films for GIWAXS analysis were
prepared on glass slides via thermal evaporation. Although drop casting of suspended dCN NDI
crystallites gave satisfactory samples for TEM MicroED analysis, dCN NDI is not readily soluble
in common organic solvents, so thermal evaporation was used to create smoother films with better
GIWAXS resolution. Again, simulated powder data from the crystal structure matched well with
the GIWAXS data (Figure S2.6.). The X-ray scattering pattern (Figure S2.5.) shows preferential
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Figure 3.2. MicroED solved dCN NDI structure. Unit cell (box) perspective along (A) b-axis
and (B) solved dCN NDI crystal structure, which shows herringbone packing, P21/c space
group, and a preferred (113̅ ) out-of-plane orientation with respect to the substrate. π-stacking,
defined as the distance between molecular planes, is 3.20 Å and parallel or 60° with respect to
the substrate. Single molecule of dCN NDI shown in green. (C) H-bonding between O and N–
H on adjacent dCN NDI molecules are uniformly 1.85 Å and 175.15°. Atom colors: C, grey;
N, blue; O, red; H, white. H have been omitted from (A) and (B) for clarity.

out-of-plane orientation, perpendicular to the substrate, along the (113̅) plane and minor
orientation along (100), (102̅ ), and (112̅ ). π-stacking in dCN NDI occurs either parallel or 60° to
the substrate (Figure 3.2.B).
3.3. Molecular Packing in dDPP Thin Films
Figure 3.2. MicroED solved dCN NDI structure. Unit cell (box) perspective along (A) b-axis
The third compound that we analyzed, dDPP, whose crystal structure has not been
and (B) solved dCN NDI crystal structure, which shows herringbone packing, P21/c space
previously determined, was studied because it has been shown to undergo singlet fission (SF) with
group, and a preferred (113̅ ) out-of-plane orientation with respect to the substrate. π-stacking,
high yields and lifetimes in films.19 SF is highly influenced by packing geometry29-31, and in our
defined as the distance between molecular planes, is 3.20 Å and parallel or 60° with respect to
previous study the lack of a crystal structure impeded our ability to correlate SF yields and lifetimes
the substrate. Single molecule of dCN NDI shown in green. (C) H-bonding between O and N–
to solid state packing. dDPP possesses a diketopyrrolopyrrole core, chiral alkyl side chains
H on adjacent dCN NDI molecules are uniformly 1.85 Å and 175.15°. Atom colors: C, grey;
extending off the core Ns, and diamidopyridine (DAP) moieties added to provide H-bonding to
N, blue; O, red; H, white. H have been omitted from (A) and (B) for clarity.
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adjacent molecules. For dDPP, MicroED data from 7 crystals were collected and merged together
to produce a final refined structure at 0.90 Å (Figure 3.3.A) with a P21/n point group. In the solved
crystal structure, H-bonding between neighboring dDPPs occurs between only one of the amide
groups of the DAP substituents (Figure 3.3.B), a supramolecular interaction we have observed
previously32. The DAP•••DAP H-bonding arrangement in dDPP has similar H-bond angles and
distances as in the previously reported structure of mDPP, which contains one DAP group instead
of two, and whose crystal structure has been previously solved using conventional single crystal
methods.32
dDPP films for GIWAXS analysis were prepared on glass slides via drop-casting from 10
mM toluene solutions. The scattering pattern (Figure S2.5.) shows preferential out-of-plane
orientation along the (011) (Figure 3.3.A), (012), and (013) planes, which orient close together.
This geometry places the a-axis, the direction of π-stacking, in a preferred orientation that is
parallel to the substrate. Though dDPP GIWAXS data and powder pattern generated from
MicroED unit cells possess similar shape (Figure S2.6.), the first and third major peaks of the
simulated pattern are shifted slightly toward larger 2θ, whereas the second major peak of the
simulated data is in very good agreement with the GIWAXS pattern. The first peak in the simulated
pattern is actually composed of two overlapping peaks, which correspond to (002) and (011). The
second and third peaks in the simulated data correspond to (012) and (013), respectively. Because
the subtle mismatches between the simulated MicroED powder patterns and the GIWAXS data are

all in 0kl, we hypothesize that there is some variation in the b and c axes of the crystals in films
deposited on glass substrates compared to crystallites deposited on continuous carbon TEM grids,
and these differences may be caused by interactions with the substrate during crystallization. This
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Figure 3.3. MicroED solved dDPP structure. (A) MicroED solved dDPP of P21/n, unit cell
structure shown in grey box, and one of the preferred (011) out-of-plane orientations with
respect to the substrate. (B) H-bonding between DAP groups of adjacent, asymmetric DPP
molecules (shown as dotted line) are 2.20 Å and 156.74° or 1.98 Å and 169.60°, π-stacking
distances are 3.55 Å (top molecule in asymmetric unit with molecule above), 3.66 Å (two
molecules in asymmetric unit), and 3.36 Å (bottom molecule in asymmetric unit with molecule
below). Single molecule of dDPP shown in green, atom colors: C, grey; N, blue; O, red; H,
white.
is reasonable considering the a-axis falls along the dDPP π stacking direction and is likely
invariant, while b and c axes may vary because of different possible packing arrangements along
the flexible alkyl chains (Figure S2.3A and B). Because peaks where h is non-zero are not
prominent in either the simulated MicroED powder or the GIWAXS data, we are unable to
independently determine the nature of any changes in the packing along the a-axis. This highlights
an important caveat to MicroED and all single crystal XRD methods, which is that typically only
the best diffracting crystals are chosen for data collection and further analysis, though they may
represent just one of multiple polymorphs in a sample; therefore, care must be taken to investigate
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many crystallites to build more reliable data sets. This demonstrates the importance of combining
other methods with MicroED, such as GIWAXS, as we have done here, to understand film
packing.
3.4.

Conclusion
In conclusion, MicroED was used to determine structures from nanocrystalline organic

semiconductors, circumventing the need to grow larger crystals for X-ray diffraction studies.
MicroED can be a valuable tool when used in combination with GIWAXS to construct a 3D
representation of packing within films. In the case of both dPyr PDI and dCN NDI, the packing in
crystallites and films matched well. dDPP possessed a slight mismatch, which teaches us that care
that must be taken when correlating crystals and films. Future investigations will involve absolute
structure

determination

through

modeling

dynamic

scattering33

and

multicomponent

supramolecular crystals19, 32. With continued development, the application of electron diffraction
methods, particularly in combination with GIWAXS, promises to become even more powerful and
ubiquitous tool for organic and materials chemistry.
3.5.
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Emergent Photophysics in Diketopyrrolopyrrole Superstructures

Chapter 4:

Contents from this chapter are adapted from the submitted paper: “Efficient Free Triplet
Generation Follows Singlet Fission in Diketopyrrolopyrrole Polymorphs with Goldilocks
Coupling”

Andrew M. Levine, Guiying He, Guanhong Bu, Pablo Ramos, Fanglue Wu, Aisha Soliman,
Jacqueline Serrano, Dorian Pietraru, Christopher Chan, James D. Batteas, Marta
Kowalczyk, Seogjoo J. Jang, Brent L. Nannenga, Matthew Y. Sfeir, Esther H. R. Tsai, Adam
B. Braunschweig, 2021, n/a.
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4.

Efficient Free Triplet Generation Follows Singlet Fission in Diketopyrrolopyrrole
Polymorphs with Goldilocks Coupling

4.1.

Introduction
Organic dyes that undergo singlet fission (SF) can overcome the Shockley-Queisser

efficiency limit1 imposed on single band gap photovoltaics by ~10% when adopted as sensitizers,
and as a consequence are the subject of substantial current research.2-3 SF is a multiexciton process
where photoexcitation of electronically coupled chromophores generates a singlet exciton 1(S1S0)
that undergoes a spin-allowed relaxation process to a triplet pair multiexciton state 1(T1T1), which
can subsequently decouple to form free triplets 2 x (T1) (eq. 2).4 Following decoupling, these
triplets can be harvested via charge/exciton transfer5-7 or used for photocatalysis8.
(S1S0) ↔ (T1T1) ↔ 2 x (T1)

eq. 2

Despite the potential benefits of SF chromophores, their incorporation into devices has
been hampered by several unresolved challenges and an incomplete understanding of the factors
that lead to efficient (T1) formation. Each step in SF is sensitively dependent on the detailed
chemical and electronic characteristics of the system, including the molecular orbitals involved in
spin-orbital coupling, singlet and triplet exciton energies, and chromophore packing morphology.
As such, maximizing (T1) yields and lifetimes requires understanding both the energetic and
geometric factors that affect triplet yield. Generally, dimeric dyes are prepared to control geometry
and their photophysics are studied in solution. These studies confirmed the expected trend that the
decrease in the electronic coupling, VST, between (S1S0) and 1(T1T1) reduces 1(T1T1) yields.
However, too strong VST mitigates subsequent decoupling into (T1)9-14. This implies that there is
an optimal, ‘Goldilocks coupling’ – not too strong and not too weak – that maximizes (T1) yield
for a particular dye. Drawbacks of this approach, however, are that dye structure and energetics of
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molecular orbitals are both changing, making it difficult to isolate the effect of VST from other
effects, especially when actual molecular structures differ significantly from computational ones
optimized for the ground electronic state. In addition, to investigate how molecular arrangement
affects excited state deactivation, only well-characterized molecular packing geometries should
vary, thereby providing a means to isolate coupling effects. As such, polymorphic SF dyes are
favorable candidates for investigating these questions because the effects of VST, arising from
different packing arrangements, can be separated more easily from those that arise from alterations
in electronic states and molecular structure. The few studies of SF in polymorphic materials, such
as tetracene15 and pentacene16, have revealed that the effects of polymorphism on SF may not agree
with theory or computational results, and predicting whether a system undergoes SF via charge
transfer (mediated) or a superexchange mechanism (direct) is still a major challenge17. Further, it
is also difficult to predict the effect of polymorphism on SF yields as in the case with 1,3diphenylisobenzofuran polymorphs,18 where yields differ by orders of magnitude. Because of
difficulty in growing sizeable single crystals of each polymorph for X-ray diffraction analysis,
packing information remained elusive in most studies.
In an important series of studies for understanding the effect of coupling on SF,
Wasielewski19 and Michl20 investigated how substituents on the nitrogens of diketopyrrolopyrroles
(DPPs) influence SF yield. DPPs are an attractive class of chromophores for the active layers of
photovoltaics21-23 because they are stable in ambient conditions, have relatively high extinction
coefficients, and have highly tunable structures that permit control of solubility, molecular packing
in films, electronic energy levels, and, importantly, they undergo SF because triplet energies are
roughly half their singlet state value.2, 24-29 One of the derivatives used in both studies, di-Nmethylated DPP (MeDPP), exhibited nearly 200% (T1T1) yield, but only after vapor solvent
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annealing (VSA). Wasielewski reports from grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS) data that “The unannealed film of MeDPP has an additional peak at 9.7° compared to
the calculated powder pattern, which disappears upon solvent vapor annealing. This peak most
likely results from a polymorph that is then converted to the single crystal structure upon
annealing”19, but the additional polymorph was unsolved and its SF behavior undetermined.
Identifying and directly comparing the structures and photophysical data of the solved and
unsolved polymorphs could provide invaluable insight into how packing geometry and coupling
affect yields in each step of the SF process. Here we employ microcrystal electron-diffraction
(MicroED) to solve both MeDPP polymorphs, including the polymorph that occurs prior to VSA,
and show that the elusive MeDPP polymorph has dominant characteristics of an H-aggregate. VSA
converts both amorphous and H-aggregate MeDPP into J-aggregates. The relative proportions of
H- and J-aggregates in films were determined using GIWAXS, UV-vis spectroscopy, and scanning
probe methods. Transient absorption (TA) and molecular modeling were used to quantify SF
efficiencies and coupling constants, VST, respectively. We found that both H- and J-aggregates
undergo efficient SF to form (T1T1), but H-aggregates yield fewer (T1) likely because of a higher
VST.
4.2.

Polymorph Structure Determination
MicroED uses a TEM to determine crystal structures from the diffraction of crystallites

with micrometer or nanometer edge lengths, and is advantageous because it circumvents the need
for the large crystals required in conventional single-crystal X-ray analysis.30-33 We recently
validated the utility of this method for determining the crystal structures of organic
semiconductors, including those containing DPP groups,34 and here we use MicroED to show that
two distinct polymorphs exist in the MeDPP films and determine the unit-cell structures of both.
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Figure 4.1. Polymorph structure determination. (A) MicroED determined crystal structures for Hand J-aggregate MeDPP (Atom colors: H-aggregate C, grey or green; J-aggregate C, grey or
orange; N, blue; O, red.; S, sulfur). (B) GIWAXS scattering pattern of thermally evaporated
MeDPP films before and after vapor solvent annealing (VSA) in CH2Cl2. (C) Comparison of
calculated powder patterns from MicroED solved H- (i) and J- (ii) aggregates with GIWAXS 1D
integrated intensity of thin films without (iii) and with (iv) VSA. (D) MeDPP unit cell packing of
H- and J-aggregates depicted as they are oriented with respect to substrate surface normal.

TEM grids were prepared by drop-casting a 10 mM solution of MeDPP in PhMe onto continuous
carbon grids. Some grids were investigated as-deposited while others were exposed to CH2Cl2
vapor for 1 hour. The unannealed grids possess small crystallites of two distinct polymorphs
(Figure S3.2.), whereas the annealed sample possessed only a single polymorph, which was also
found in the unannealed sample. The unit cells of both polymorphs (Figure 4.1.A) were solved by
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Figure 4.2. Vapor solvent annealing and UV-vis spectroscopy. (A) Optical images of films
MeDPP (216 ± 18 nm) as they are exposed to CH2Cl2 vapor for different times. (B) UV-Vis
absorption spectra of MeDPP films with exposure to CH2Cl2 vapor for different times.

direct methods from their MicroED diffraction patterns to reveal H-type and J-type aggregates,
the latter of which is exclusively present on the annealed grids and matches the previously reported
structures19, 35. Both unit cells have herringbone geometries possessing two molecules of MeDPP
in a P21/n space group, though conversion from H- to J-aggregate requires one of the two
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molecules in the antiparallel-stacked H-aggregate unit cell to convert into a parallel, slip-stacked
geometry. The unit cell for J-aggregates is composed of slip-stacked MeDPP molecules with π∙∙∙π
stacking distances of 3.3 Å and centroid offsets of 3.2 Å and 1.6 Å for Δx and Δy, respectively.
The antiparallel H-aggregates have π∙∙∙π stacking distances of 3.4 Å and centroid offsets of 0.51 Å
and 0.46 Å for Δx and Δy, respectively.
MeDPP films were prepared, and they were studied by GIWAXS with different VSA times
to monitor the dynamics of interconversion of the polymorphs within the films. MeDPP thin films
(216 ± 18 nm) were prepared by thermal evaporation at a rate of 0.5 Å∙s−1 onto clean glass slides,
and VSA was carried out by exposing the films to CH2Cl2 vapor for 1 to 60 minutes, which
progressively turned the films from purple to pink (Figures 4.2.A). GIWAXS 2D integration
reveals the disappearance of a q-space signal near 0.7 Å-1 (Figure 4.1.B & S3.3.) with increasing
VSA time, indicating a conversion of one polymorph into another. By comparing the calculated
powder pattern from the MicroED solved crystal structures to the GIWAXS 1D integrated intensity
vs. q,32 the fading intensities are assigned to the MeDPP H-aggregate and remaining intensities to
the J-aggregate (Figure 4.1.C). Further, we can assign unit-cell orientation with respect to the
substrate normal (Figure 4.1.D), and both aggregates have a preferred orientation with respect to
the surface.
UV-Vis spectroscopy was performed on the thin films to estimate composition at different
VSA times (0 – 60 min). MeDPP films were exposed to CH2Cl2 for different times, and UV-Vis
spectra were taken at each time point (Figure 2B). Following ~50 min of annealing, the film color
stopped changing, indicating that the film had reached an equilibrium structure. Following ~50
min of annealing, the film color stopped changing, indicating that the film had reached an
equilibrium structure. The peaks, λ1 and λ2, red-shifted 10 and 11 nm, respectively, in going from
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1 min to 60 min VSA time. Red shifting and increasing λ1:λ2 peak intensities have been correlated
previously to the formation of J-aggregates.36-37 With the exception of the spectra for the film taken
prior to annealing, all spectra pass through isosbestic points, indicating gradual changes that shift
oscillator strengths, which are likely from gradual shifting in the structure from H- to J-aggregates.
The lower intensity of the spectrum taken prior to annealing is attributed to the presence of a third
component – amorphous MeDPP – in the film. This interpretation is supported by variable
temperature UV-Vis studies on MeDPP solutions (Figure S3.6.). As dilute MeDPP solutions in
PhMe are heated, the extinction coefficients decrease, and the maxima shift hypsochromically.
These spectral changes have been previously correlated with DPP disaggregation38 thus further
confirming that the low intensity of the unannealed film is the result of the presence of amorphous
MeDPP, which disappears immediately upon beginning the VSA process. These data are further
supported by conductive probe atomic force microscopy (CP-AFM) and scanning tunneling
microscopy/scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STM/STS). Samples were prepared by briefly
thermally evaporating MeDPP at a rate of 0.5 Å∙s−1 onto Au (111) surfaces, and some were treated
with 60 min VSA. Unannealed samples were composed of a uniform, amorphous MeDPP film
(0.5−0.6 nm) with a few MeDPP aggregates (~8 nm) on the top of the film, while annealed films
coalesce into similarly sized aggregates (Figure S3.9.), again suggesting that amorphous MeDPP
is converted into crystalline aggregates by VSA. STS measurements show 60 min VSA films have
max conductivity when positively biased while unannealed films show max conductivity when
negatively biased (Figure S3.10.). This indicates the change in the alignment of the frontier
orbitals to a stronger π∙∙∙π interaction that occurs upon crystallite formation, which shift the
transport through LUMO more favorably at a positive tip bias. The relative H:J composition of the
films were estimated (Figure S3.7. & S3.8.) by assuming the 60 min VSA films possessed
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Figure 4.3. Correlating SF efficiencies to %J-aggregation in VSA thin films. (Bottom) %J
composition, (middle) coupled triplet 1(T1T1) yields, and (top) free triplet (T1) yields as a
function of VSA time.

exclusively J- aggregates. This is supported by the fact that there is no detectable H-aggregate
GIWAXS signal in 60 min VSA films, whereas all films exposed to CH2Cl2 vapor were composed
of only H- and J-aggregates (Figure 3 bottom, S7, and S8).
4.3.

Correlating Aggregate Type and Free Triplet Yields
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Femtosecond (fs) and nanosecond (ns) TA spectroscopy were used to probe the SF
dynamics and triplet yields in MeDPP films with different VSA times. For fs-TA measurements,
films were excited at 500 nm under low fluence conditions (35 μJ/cm2) to minimize the singletsinglet exciton annihilation, yielding a total excitation density on the order of 1018 cm–3. For nsTA measurements, the excitation density was increased to ~ 1019 cm–3 to obtain larger triplet
signals at long time scales. The 1(T1T1) and (T1) lifetimes were determined from global analysis of
the ns-TA data. Representative data for the as-deposited and annealed (60 min) films are shown in
Figure 4.4., while data from other VSA time films are given in Figure S3.12.

Figure 4.4. Fs- and ns-TA spectroscopy of as-deposited (A) and VSA 60 min (B) MeDPP films
and the global analysis of the fs-TA data of as-deposited (C) and VSA 60 min (D) MeDPP films
singlet state (S1S1) (black), relaxed singlet state (S1S0) (red), and coupled triplet state 1(T1T1) (blue)
kinetics.
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TA spectra show a broad excited state absorption (ESA) for wavelengths longer than 620
nm, which is assigned to the singlet state. For as-deposited films of MeDPP, the ground state
bleach (GSB) consists of a feature that matches the steady state absorption at around 570 nm, and
an additional red-shifted peak that we assign to stimulated emission. In as-deposited films, the
broad ESA of singlet state (S1S1) cools within 1.6 ± 0.2 ps to a relaxed singlet state (S1S0) (red
trace in Figure 4C), followed by 1(T1T1) formation in 30.6 ± 0.2 ps. A net blue-shift occurs for the
GSB features during the singlet state cooling process, corresponding to the loss of stimulated
emission. The triplet signal is characterized by a positive excited state absorption signal near 550
nm that overlaps with the negative GSB feature and decays on much longer time scales. The triplet
state is assigned by comparison to the triplet state generated by sensitization experiments in the
spin-coated films (Figure S3.14.). For annealed films, a three-state kinetic model was also used to
fit the TA data. Here, for 60 min VSA film, the (S1S1) cools in 1.7 ± 0.1 ps and 1(T1T1) forms in
23.3 ± 0.6 ps, in agreement with previous reports.19 Similar to the as-deposited film, an obvious
blue-shift of the GSB from 595 nm to 585 nm is observed in the 60 min VSA film during the
cooling process, while other features (e.g. at 540 nm) remain constant. We observe some
enhancement of the singlet excited state absorption in the NIR region, suggesting a slightly
different morphology than was previously observed.19 For all annealed films, 1(T1T1) forms in the
timescale 22−24 ps, faster than the as-deposited film, indicating that the annealing process forms
polymorphs that favor SF.
The decay of 1(T1T1) and (T1) are determined using ns-TA measurements. Based on the
global analysis (Figure S3.11. and S3.13.), the triplet decay was decomposed into a fast (~50 ns)
and a slow (~500 ns) component, which can be attributed to the 1(T1T1)-to-(T1) and (T1) decay,
respectively. The 1(T1T1) yields of all the films are shown in Figure 3, which are determined by
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the modified ground state bleach method described previously (details in SI).19, 27, 39 Based on this
methodology, we separately obtain the quantum yield of the 1(T1T1) and (T1) (Figure 3). 1(T1T1)
yield from SF of the unannealed film is lower, around 90%, and then plateaus at ~100% for all the
annealed MeDPP films (Figure 3 top). Given the conversion of amorphous material to H/J in the
first minute, these data imply that both J- and H- aggregates are efficient in 1(T1T1) generation, the
first step of SF.
In contrast, the (T1) yields exhibit a notable increase with increasing VSA time until
plateauing near 15 min VSA (Figure 3 middle). The initial increase in the first minute may be
explained by conversion of any amorphous MeDPP to the H/J mixture, but the continued increase
after one minute, given the growing proportion of J-aggregates, implies that J-aggregates are more
efficient at decoupling triplets. This can be explained by the difference in VST values between the
nearest neighbors obtained through modeling (Figure S3.19.) because H-aggregates (157.56 meV)
couple more strongly than J-aggregates (59.51 meV). Both types of aggregates possess adequate
VST to promote efficient SF to form 1(T1T1), but the lower value of VST for J-aggregate allows more
efficient decoupling to form (T1), with yields as high as 106%.
In conclusion, upon VSA, MeDPP films composed of multiple polymorphs were converted to
predominantly J-aggregates. Though both H- and J-aggregates comparably and efficiently form
1

(T1T1) via SF, the lower VST of J-aggregate relative to the H-aggregate results in higher (T1) yields.

By comparing SF dynamics in polymorphs of the same material, these studies provide a more
complete understanding of the subtle structure-activity relationships that drive efficient (T1)
generation, which could lead the way to more efficient photovoltaics that incorporate SF dyes as
sensitizers.
4.4.
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S1.

Singlet Fission in Combinatorial Diketopyrrolopyrrole−Rylene Supramolecular Films
S1.1. Synthesis
All reagents and starting materials were purchased from Aldrich or VWR and used without

further purification unless otherwise noted. Solvents were dried with a MBRAUN Solvent
Purification System. N,N'-(4-(tributylstannyl)pyridine-2,6-diyl)dipentanamide1 (1), 3,6-bis(5bromothiophen-2-yl)-2,5-bis((R)-2-methylbutyl)-2,5-dihydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione1
(2), dPyr PDI2, dEO PDI1, and mDPP1 were prepared according to previously published reports.
Naphthalene bisdiimide (>97.0% purity) was purchased from TCI America and used without
further purification. Thin-layer chromatography was carried out using aluminum sheets precoated
with silica gel 60 (EMD 40 - 60 mm, 230 - 400 mesh with 254 nm dye). Silica gel (BDH 60Å)
was used for flash column chromatography. All solvents were dried prior to use, and all reactions
were carried out under Ar atmosphere of using standard Schlenk techniques. Deuterated solvents
were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc. and used as received. NMR spectra
were obtained on Bruker AVANCE 400 and 500 MHz spectrometers. All chemical shifts were
reported in ppm units (δ) using residual solvent as the internal reference. Electrospray ionization
mass spectra were acquired on an Agilent LC/MSD Trap XCT system. High-resolution spectral
analyses were carried out on an Agilent 6200 LC/MSD TOF system. MALDI-TOF spectral
analyses were carried out on the Bruker UltrafleXtreme MS spectrometer.
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Scheme S1.1. Preparation of dDPP, 3.
N,N',N'',N'''-(((2,5-bis((S)-2-methylbutyl)-3,6-dioxo-2,3,5,6-tetrahydropyrrolo[3,4c]pyrrole-1,4-diyl)bis(thiophene-5,2-diyl))bis(pyridine-4,2,6-triyl))tetrapentanamide
(dDPP) (3): 1 (0.35 g, 0.61 mmol), 2 (0.19 g, 0.28 mmol) and PdCl2(PPh3)2 (19 mg, 0.028
mmol) were dissolved in PhMe (10 mL) and stirred under reflux for 12 h. The reaction mixture
was concentrated under reduced pressure, and the residue was purified by column
chromatography (SiO2 5:1 CH2Cl2:EtOAc) to provide 3 as purple crystals (0.1 g, 45%). 1H
NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2, 25 °C) δ 8.97 (d, J = 4.1 Hz, 2H), 8.26 (s, 2H), 7.70 (s, 2H), 7.68 (s,
2H), 4.12 – 3.92 (m, 4H), 2.40 (t, 8H), 2.04 – 1.86 (m, 2H), 1.79 – 1.62 (m, 8H), 1.46 – 1.35
(m), 1.31 – 1.18 (m), 1.03 – 0.74 (m, 24H). HRMS m/z calcd for C54H70N8O6S2 [(M+H)+]
991.4933, found 991.4893
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Figure S1.1. 1H NMR of 3 (300 MHz, 25oC) in CD2Cl2.

Figure S1.2. ESI HRMS spectra of 3.
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S1.1. Solution Preparation
Concentrations were chosen to provide 1:1 dDPP:rylene molar ratios and 2:1 mDPP:rylene
molar ratios (Table S2.1). Solutions of dPyr PDI or mixtures of dPyr PDI with dDPP or mDPP
were prepared by dissolving target molar equivalent (Table S2.1) of each compound in 3 mL
anhydrous chlorobenzene [Sigma-Aldrich] in 1 dram vials with Teflon caps. Solutions of dEO
PDI, NDI, or mixtures of each with dDPP or mDPP were prepared with 3 mL 5% (v/v) THF in
spectroscopic grade PhMe in 1 dram vials with Teflon caps. In the case of dPyr PDI, chlorobenzene
provided a suitable medium that facilitated the formation of superstructures when compared to 5%
(v/v) THF in toluene. Each solution-containing vial was heated for 60 minutes at 70oC if the
solvent was 5% (v/v) THF in toluene or 100oC if chlorobenzene, sonicated for 60 minutes at 50oC
in a Branson 2510 Ultrasonic Cleaner to disrupt aggregation, and then stored for a minimum of 48
hours at 4oC.
Table S1.1. Concentrations of rylene and DPP mixtures.
Mixtures
dDPP–dPyr PDI

[dPyr PDI]
(mM)
15

[dEO PDI] [NDI]
(mM)
(mM)
–
–

[dDPP]
(mM)
15

[mDPP]
(mM)
–

mDPP–dPyr PDI

15

–

–

–

30

dDPP–dEO PDI

–

15

–

15

–

mDPP–dEO PDI

–

15

–

–

30

dDPP–NDI

–

–

15

15

–

mDPP–NDI

–

–

15

–

30
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The importance of sonication, heating, and cooling on the formation of DPP-rylene
heteroaggregates was explored systematically using the 2:1 mDPP–dEO PDI system. The
solutions were mixed as described above and cast onto continuous carbon TEM grids
[Electron Microscope Science CF400-CU]. Images were taken of samples that were only sonicated
at room temperature and cast onto grids (Figure S2.3A), sonicated, cooled at 4o C for 48 hours,
and cast onto grids (Figure S2.3B), heated to 70 oC, sonicated, and cooled at 4o C for 48 hours,
and cast onto grids (Figure S2.3C). It was found that only when the solutions were prepared with
heating, sonication, followed by cooling for at least 48 h was the grid coated uniformly with helical
heteroaggregates.

Figure S1.3. TEM images of mDPP—dEO PDI (2:1) mixtures. (A) Sonicated only, (B) sonicated
and cooled at 4oC, and (C) heated to 70°C, sonicated, and cooled to 4°C for 48 hrs. Upon both
sonication and heating, exclusively superstructures were observed.
S1.2. Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy was used to study the morphology of the individual
components and the DPP—rylene aggregates. 3 μL solutions with components or mixtures were
dropped onto continuous carbon grids [Electron Microscope Sciences CF400-CU] for 1 minute
and then wicked dry from the grid edge using filter paper [Whatman Cat No 1001-070]. Samples
S8

were imaged using a 200 KeV FEI Titan Themis 200 transmission electron microscope equipped
with an FEI Ceta 4k by 4k camera. All samples of the DPP—rylene heteroaggreates that are imaged
below (Figure S2.4) were prepared following the sonicating, heating, and cooling process
described earlier. dPyr PDI and dPyr PDI mixtures were drop-cast from chlorobenzene while the
rest were drop-cast from PhMe.
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Figure S1.4. TEM images of components and mixtures. (A) dPyr PDI, (B) dEO PDI, (C) NDI,
(D) dDPP, (E) mDPP, (F) dDPP–dPyr PDI (1:1), (G) mDPP–dPyr PDI (2:1), (H) dDPP–dEO PDI
(1:1), (I) mDPP–dEO PDI (2:1), (J) dDPP–NDI (1:1), and (K) mDPP–NDI (2:1).
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S1.3. Powder X-Ray Diffraction
Powder X-Ray Diffraction patterns were collected using a PANalytical - X'Pert³ Powder
system equipped with Pixel1D detector. Samples were drop-cast from solutions of each component
or mixed system onto an aluminum sample holder and spun at a rate of 2 s/revolution.

Figure S1.5. Powder XRD spectra of components and mixtures. (A) dDPP–dPyr PDI (1:1), (B)
mDPP–dPyr PDI (2:1), (C) dDPP–dEO PDI (1:1), (D) mDPP–dEO PDI (2:1), (E) dDPP–NDI
(1:1), (F) mDPP–NDI (2:1), and their respective components.
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S1.4. Thin Film Preparation
For spectroscopic analysis of the aggregates, we sought to cast uniform films. As such, we
explored drop-casting, spin-coating, and meniscus-shearing of components and mixtures, which
were analyzed for uniformity by optical microscopy and profilometry. Solution preparation,
composition, and concentration are discussed in section 2. Glass slides were cleaned by sonicating
in isopropanol and Me2CO followed by exposure to O2 plasma from a Harrick Plasma Cleaner
PDC-32 G. Drop-casted thin films were produced by dropping ~5 μL from a glass Pasteur pipet
onto 1 cm2 glass substrate and air dried at room temperature. Spin-coated thin films were prepared
by statically dispensing 20 μL of each solution onto 1 cm2 glass substrates and spinning at 5000
rpm for 60 s with a 3 s ramp. Meniscus-sheared films were prepared by dropping 10 μL of target
solution onto a secured glass slide and placing on top a second glass slide. The top slide was moved
in a circular motion to aid in breaking up aggregates and then quickly pulled away parallel to the
plane of the secured glass slide. The resulting film air dried in seconds. A comparison of the three
different methods for casting films of mDPP–dEO PDI shown in Figure S2.6.
Films were also prepared using dPyr PDI systems in chlorobenzene as mentioned earlier.
The same protocol was followed for these films as their 5% (v/v) THF in toluene counterpart.

Figure S1.6. Optical microscopy images taken with 40x objective of mDPP–dEO PDI (2:1) thin
films deposited using (A) drop-casting, (B) spin-coating, and (C) meniscus-shearing.
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S1.5. Infrared Spectroscopy
Solutions of each component and mixtures from Table S2.1 were drop-cast onto Alfa
Aesar disposable KCl IR cards (9.5 mm aperture) and air dried before measurement in a Bruker
Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer. The sample chamber was left in ambient conditions during data
acquisition.

Figure S1.7. IR spectra of (A) dDPP–dPyr PDI (1:1), (B) mDPP–dPyr PDI (2:1), (C) dDPP–dEO
PDI (1:1), (D) mDPP–dEO PDI (2:1), (E) dDPP–NDI (1:1), (F) mDPP–NDI (2:1), and their
respective components.
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S1.6. Circular Dichroism
Circular dichroism (CD) of thin films of components and heteroaggregates data was
collected using a Jasco J-1500 CD Spectrometer with Julabo F25 Heating Circulator. Solutions
described

in

Table

S2.1

were

drop-cast

onto

quartz

slides.

Figure S1.8. CD spectra of films of (A) dDPP–dPyr PDI (1:1), (B) mDPP–dPyr PDI (2:1), (C)
dDPP–dEO PDI (1:1), (D) mDPP–dEO PDI (2:1), (E) dDPP–NDI (1:1), (F) mDPP–NDI (2:1),
and their respective components.
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S1.7. UV-Vis Spectroscopy
Diluted solutions of the DPP and rylene components and their mixtures were prepared by
adding a drop (~20 μL) of each solution with concentrations given in Table S2.1 to 3 mL of 5%
(v/v) THF in PhMe. dPyr PDI and its mixtures were diluted in chlorobenzene. Each solution was
added to a quartz cuvette, Teflon-capped, and measured directly at 20 oC, unless noted otherwise,
using a Shimadzu UV-VIS Spectrophotometer (UV – 1800). Meniscus-sheared films, prepared
from heated, sonicated, and cooled solutions from Table S2.1, were side mounted using carbon
tape and measured under the same conditions. Spectra were normalized to 1 by dividing by λ max
for ease of comparison without losing proportions.

Figure S1.9. UV-Vis spectra comparing solutions and thin films of components (A) dPyr PDI,
(B) dEO PDI, (C) NDI, (D) dDPP, and (E) mDPP.
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Figure S1.10. UV-Vis spectra comparing solutions and thin films of mixtures (A) dDPP–dPyr
PDI (1:1), (B) mDPP–dPyr PDI (2:1), (C) dDPP–dEO PDI (1:1), and (D) mDPP–dEO PDI (2:1),
(E) dDPP–NDI (1:1), and (F) mDPP–NDI (2:1) after heating, sonicating, and cooling.
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Figure S1.11. UV-Vis spectra comparing solutions of mixtures to their components (A) dDPP–
dPyr PDI (1:1), (B) mDPP–dPyr PDI (2:1), (C) dDPP–dEO PDI (1:1), (D) mDPP–dEO PDI (2:1),
(E) dDPP–NDI (1:1), and (F) mDPP–NDI (2:1) casted using meniscus-sheering.
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Figure S1.12. UV-Vis spectra comparing thin films of mixtures to their components (A) dDPP–
dPyr PDI (1:1), (B) mDPP–dPyr PDI (2:1), (C) dDPP–dEO PDI (1:1), (D) mDPP–dEO PDI (2:1),
(E) dDPP–NDI (1:1), and (F) mDPP–NDI (2:1) casted using meniscus-sheering.
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25000
dPyr PDI 100 µM PhMe
dEO PDI 100 µM PhMe
NDI 48 µM THF
dDPP 25 µM PhMe-DCM
mDPP 50 µM PhMe
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Figure S1.13. Molecular absorbance of DPPs and rylenes in solution.
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S1.8. Cyclic Voltammetry
LUMO levels for dPyr PDI, NDI, and dDPP were determined by finding their reduction
potentials in 0.1 M NH4PF6 with ferrocene (Fc) internal standard in THF, LUMO levels for dEO
PDI and mDPP have been previously reported.3 Each solution was placed in an electrochemical
cell composed of glassy carbon working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl
reference electrode and then subjected to a 0.5 V/s potential sweep using a CH Instruments
Electrochemical Workstation potentiostat [CHI660E]. Fc was added to each as internal reference.

Figure S1.14. Cyclic voltammetry of DPP and rylene components.
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S1.9.
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Figure S1.15. fs-TA of mDPP. A) Differential absorption spectra of mDPP obtained upon
femtosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon saturated THF with time delays between 0
and 7500 ps. B) Evolution associated spectra of mDPP as obtained by Target analysis of the fsTAS differential absorption spectra; (S1) in black blue and green. C) Population kinetics; D) Single
wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits. E) Differential absorption spectra of mDPP obtained
upon nanosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon saturated THF with time delays between
0 and 400 µs. F) Evolution associated spectrum of mDPP as obtained by Target analysis of the nsTAS differential absorption spectra; (S1) in green. G) Population kinetics; H) Single wavelength
kinetics and corresponding fits (right).
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Figure S1.16. fs-TA of dDPP. A) Differential absorption spectra of dDPP obtained upon
femtosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon saturated THF with time delays between 0
and 7500 ps. B) Evolution associated spectra of dDPP as obtained by Target analysis of the fsTAS differential absorption spectra; (S1) in black blue and green. C) Population kinetics; D) Single
wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits. E) Differential absorption spectra of dDPP obtained
upon nanosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon saturated THF with time delays between
0 and 400 µs. F) Evolution associated spectrum of dDPP as obtained by Target analysis of the nsTAS differential absorption spectra; (S1) in green. G) Population kinetics; H) Single wavelength
kinetics and corresponding fits.
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Figure S1.17. fs-TA of anthracene. A) 2D representation of differential absorption spectra of
Anthracene obtained upon nanosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon saturated THF
with time delays between 0 and 400 µs. B) Evolution associated spectra of Anthracene as obtained
by Global analysis of the ns-TAS differential absorption spectra; (S1) of Anthracene in black, (T1)
of Anthracene in blue. C) Population kinetics; D) Single wavelength kinetics and corresponding
fits.
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Figure S1.18. Triplet sensitization of mDPP and dDPP: A) 2D representation of differential
absorption spectra (λex = 387 nm) of Anthracene (8 × 10−5 M) and mDPP (left) and dDPP (right)
(1 × 10−4 M) in argon-saturated THF with different time delays from 0 to 400 μs. B) Species
associated spectra as obtained by Target analysis of the differential absorption spectra for triplet
sensitization of mDPP (left) and dDPP (right), (S1) of Anthracene and mDPP (left) and dDPP
(right) in black, (T1) of Anthracene in blue, (T1) of mDPP (left) and dDPP (right) in green. C)
Population kinetics for each species (left and mid right) and Single wavelength kinetics and
corresponding fits (mid left and right).
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The Mechanistic model for target analysis of DPP-rylene films involves five sequentially
decaying states (S1 / S1S1), (S1S0), (T1T1), (T1T1)-intermediate, (T1 + T1) and losses to the ground
state spanning the femto (fs-TAS) and nanosecond (ns-TAS) timescales from picoseconds to
microseconds. Conversion efficiencies from state to state are derived from quantum yields that
were determined for each respective state (see below). As the number of excited state is doubled
during SF, the value of half the (T1T1) quantum yield is used for the conversion efficiency from
(S1S0) to (T1T1) to yield correct extinction coefficients from the target analysis. Conversion
efficiencies to the ground state add up to 100% together with conversion to the next excited state.

Figure S1.19. Mechanistic model for target analysis of mDPP, mDPP–NDI, mDPP–dEO PDI,
mDPP–dPyr PDI, dDPP, dDPP–dEO PDI, dDPP–dPyr PDI films, a-j are respective conversion
efficiencies from excited state to excited state or ground state.
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Table S1.2. Compilation of conversion efficiencies between excited states.
mDPP
mDPP–NDI
mDPP–dEO PDI
mDPP–dPyr PDI
dDPP
dDPP–dEO PDI
dDPP–dPyr PDI

a [%]
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

b [%]
36
41
58
40
44
55
25

d [%]
25
25.5
27.5
32.5
44.5
25.5
37

f [%]
100
55
37
57
80
80
80

h [%]
26
20
21
40
33
65
48
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Figure S1.20. Mechanistic model for target analysis of the NDI-dDPP film, a-i are respective
conversion efficiencies from excited state to excited state or ground state. The nature of state X is
not clear at this point.

Table S1.3. Compilation of conversion efficiencies between excited states.
dDPP–NDI

a [%]
100

b [%]
50

d [%]
26

f [%]
60

g [%]
40
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Figure S1.21. ns-TA of mDPP. A) Differential absorption spectra of mDPP obtained upon
femtosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays between 0 and
7500 ps. B) Species associated spectra of mDPP as obtained by Target analysis of the fs-TAS
differential absorption spectra; (S1 / S1S1) in black, (S1S0) in blue, (T1T1) in green. The NIR region
from 775 to 1350 nm has been scaled by a factor of 5. C) Population kinetics; D) Single wavelength
kinetics and corresponding fits. E) Differential absorption spectra of mDPP obtained upon
nanosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays between 0 and
400 µs. F) Species associated spectra of mDPP as obtained by Target analysis of the ns-TAS
differential absorption spectra; (T1T1) in green, (T1T1)-intermediate in orange, (T1 + T1) in purple,.
G) Population kinetics; H) Single wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits.
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Figure S1.22. ns-TA of mDPP–NDI. A) Differential absorption spectra of mDPP–NDI obtained
upon femtosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays between
0 and 7500 ps. B) Species associated spectra of mDPP–NDI as obtained by Target analysis of the
fs-TAS differential absorption spectra; (S1 / S1S1) in black, (S1S0) in blue, (T1T1) in green. The
NIR region from 775 to 1350 nm has been scaled by a factor of 2. C) Population kinetics; D)
Single wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits. E) Differential absorption spectra of mDPP–
NDI obtained upon nanosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time
delays between 0 and 400 µs. F) Species associated spectra of mDPP–NDI as obtained by Target
analysis of the ns-TAS differential absorption spectra; (T1T1) in green, (T1T1)-intermediate in
orange, (T1 + T1)

in purple, G) Population kinetics; H) Single wavelength kinetics and

corresponding fits.
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Figure S1.23. ns-TA of mDPP–dPyr PDI. A) Differential absorption spectra of mDPP–dPyr PDI
obtained upon femtosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays
between 0 and 7500 ps. B) Species associated spectra of mDPP–dPyr PDI as obtained by Target
analysis of the fs-TAS differential absorption spectra; (S1 / S1S1) in black, (S1S0) in blue, (T1T1) in
green. The NIR region from 775 to 1350 nm has been scaled by a factor of 5. C) Population
kinetics; D) Single wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits. E) Differential absorption spectra
of mDPP–dPyr PDI obtained upon nanosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon
atmosphere with time delays between 0 and 400 µs. F) Species associated spectra of mDPP–dPyr
PDI as obtained by Target analysis of the ns-TAS differential absorption spectra; (T1T1) in green,
(T1T1)-intermediate in orange, (T1 + T1) in purple. G) Population kinetics; H) Single wavelength
kinetics and corresponding fits.
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Figure S1.24. ns-TA of dDPP. A) Differential absorption spectra of dDPP obtained upon
femtosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays between 0 and
7500 ps. B) Species associated spectra of dDPP as obtained by Target analysis of the fs-TAS
differential absorption spectra; (S1 / S1S1) in black, (S1S0) in blue, (T1T1) in green. C) Population
kinetics; D) Single wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits. E) Differential absorption spectra
of dDPP obtained upon nanosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time
delays between 0 and 400 µs. F) Species associated spectra of dDPP as obtained by Target analysis
of the ns-TAS differential absorption spectra; (T1T1) in green, (T1T1)-intermediate in orange, (T1
+ T1) in purple,. G) Population kinetics; H) Single wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits.
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Figure S1.25. ns-TA of dDPP–NDI. A) Differential absorption spectra of dDPP–NDI obtained
upon femtosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays between
0 and 7500 ps. B) Species associated spectra of dDPP–NDI as obtained by Target analysis of the
fs-TAS differential absorption spectra; (S1 / S1S1) in black, (S1S0) in blue, (T1T1) in green,
sensitized triplet in red. C) Population kinetics; D) Single wavelength kinetics and corresponding
fits. E) Differential absorption spectra of dDPP–NDI obtained upon nanosecond flash photolysis
(λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays between 0 and 400 µs. F) Species associated
spectra of dDPP–NDI as obtained by Target analysis of the ns-TAS differential absorption spectra;
(T1T1) in green, (T1 + T1) in orange, state X + (T1) in purple. G) Population kinetics; H) Single
wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits.
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Figure S1.26. ns-TA of dDPP–dEO PDI. A) Differential absorption spectra of dDPP–dEO PDI
obtained upon femtosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays
between 0 and 7500 ps. B) Species associated spectra of dDPP–dEO PDI as obtained by Target
analysis of the fs-TAS differential absorption spectra; (S1 / S1S1) in black, (S1S0) in blue, (T1T1) in
green. C) Population kinetics; D) Single wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits. E)
Differential absorption spectra of dDPP–dEO PDI obtained upon nanosecond flash photolysis (λex
= 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays between 0 and 400 µs. F) Species associated
spectra of dDPP–dEO PDI as obtained by Target analysis of the ns-TAS differential absorption
spectra; (T1T1) in green, (T1T1)-intermediate in orange, (T1 + T1) in purple,. G) Population
kinetics; H) Single wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits.
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Figure S1.27. ns-TA of dDPP–dPyr PDI. A) Differential absorption spectra of dDPP–dPyr PDI
obtained upon femtosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere with time delays
between 0 and 7500 ps. B) Species associated spectra of dDPP–dPyr PDI as obtained by Target
analysis of the fs-TAS differential absorption spectra; (S1 / S1S1) in black, (S1S0) in blue, (T1T1) in
green. The NIR region from 775 to 1350 nm has been scaled by a factor of 2. C) Population
kinetics; D) Single wavelength kinetics and corresponding fits. E) Differential absorption spectra
of dDPP–dPyr PDI obtained upon nanosecond flash photolysis (λex = 387 nm) in argon atmosphere
with time delays between 0 and 400 µs. F) Species associated spectra of dDPP–dPyr PDI as
obtained by Target analysis of the ns-TAS differential absorption spectra; (T1T1) in green, (T1T1)intermediate in orange, (T1 + T1) in purple. G) Population kinetics; H) Single wavelength kinetics
and corresponding fits.
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Figure S1.28. Quantum yield determination from evolution associated spectra of mDPP as
obtained by global analysis of differential transient absorption spectra (λex = 387 nm) on the fs-TA
timescale for A) (S1 / S1S1), B) (S1S0), and C) (T1T1).
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Figure S1.29. Quantum yield determination from evolution associated spectra of mDPP–NDI as
obtained by global analysis of differential transient absorption spectra (λex = 387 nm) on the fs-TA
timescale for A) (S1 / S1S1), B) (S1S0), and C) (T1T1).
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Figure S1.30. Quantum yield determination from evolution associated spectra of mDPP–dEO PDI
as obtained by global analysis of differential transient absorption spectra (λex = 387 nm) on the fsTA timescale for A) (S1 / S1S1), B) (S1S0), C) (T1T1).
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Figure S1.31. Quantum yield determination from evolution associated spectra of mDPP–dPyr PDI
as obtained by global analysis of differential transient absorption spectra (λex = 387 nm) on the fsTA timescale for A) (S1 / S1S1), B) (S1S0), and C) (T1T1).
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Figure S1.32. Quantum yield determination from evolution associated spectra of dDPP as
obtained by global analysis of differential transient absorption spectra (λex = 387 nm) on the fs-TA
timescale for A) (S1S0), and B) (T1T1).
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Figure S1.33. Quantum yield determination from evolution associated spectra of dDPP–NDI as
obtained by global analysis of differential transient absorption spectra (λex = 387 nm) on the fs-TA
timescale for A) (S1 / S1S1), B) (S1S0), and C) (T1T1).
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Figure S1.34. Quantum yield determination from evolution associated spectra of dDPP–dEO PDI
as obtained by global analysis of differential transient absorption spectra (λex = 387 nm) on the fsTA timescale for A) (S1 / S1S1), B) (S1S0), and C) (T1T1).
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Figure S1.35. Quantum yield determination from evolution associated spectra of dDPP–dPyr PDI
as obtained by global analysis of differential transient absorption spectra (λex = 387 nm) on the fsTA timescale for A) (S1S0), B) (T1T1).
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Figure S1.36. Laser power dependent single wavelength kinetics of mDPP–dEO PDI recorded at
568 nm with 387 nm excitation.
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S2.

Crystal Structure and Orientation of Organic Semiconductor Thin Films by
Microcrystal Electron Diffraction and Grazing-Incidence Wide-angle X-ray Scattering
S2.1. Synthesis
dPyr PDI1, dCN NDI2, and dDPP3 were synthesized using previously reported procedures.

All reagents and starting materials were purchased from MilliporeSigma or VWR and used without
further purification unless otherwise noted. Thin-layer chromatography was carried out using
aluminum sheets precoated with silica gel 60 (EMD 40 - 60 mm, 230 - 400 mesh with 254 nm
dye). Silica gel (BDH 60 Å) was used for flash column chromatography. All solvents were dried
prior to use, and all reactions were carried out under N2 atmosphere using standard Schlenk
techniques. Deuterated solvents were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc. and
used as received. Proton NMR spectra were obtained on Bruker AVANCE 300 MHz spectrometer
and all spectroscopic data was consistent with the previous reports.
S2.2. MicroED Sample Preparation
3 μL of 10 mM toluene solutions of each compound were dropped onto continuous carbon
grids [Electron Microscope Sciences CF400-CU] for 1 min and then wicked dry from the grid edge
using filter paper [Whatman Cat No 1001-070]. Grids were subsequently placed into autoloader
cartridges under liquid N2 and loaded into a Titan Krios cryo-TEM equipped with a CETA D
detector for MicroED analysis.
S2.3. MicroED Data Collection
Standard MicroED Data collection procedures were used4, with slight modifications as
described below. With the search mode of the microscope’s low-dose settings, low magnification
(LM mode, ~600x) was used to initially screen the quality of the grids and identify promising
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nanocrystals on the grid. Promising nanocrystals were those which were small and well-separated
from other crystals on the grid (See circled crystals in Figures 3.1A, and S1 for representative
nanocrystals). Upon identifying nanocrystals, initial diffraction patterns were collected by
switching the cryo-TEM into diffraction mode by using “exposure” mode in the low-dose settings
and acquiring an initial diffraction pattern. If this initial diffraction pattern showed high quality
diffraction (defined as patterns showing clear and sharp diffraction spots that extend to highresolution), the microscope was put back into search mode and the maximum possible tilt range
of the stage was determined for that crystal by tilting the stage and ensuring the crystal remains
centered (correct eucentric height is critical) and no other crystals or grid bars overlap with the
crystal. For all samples it was found that the best diffracting nanocrystals were on the order of 0.51.5 μm and 0.2-0.5 μm for length and width, and less than approximately 0.1 μm in thickness. The
selected area aperture size is chosen such that the entire crystal is within the aperture while also
minimizing area the surrounding the crystal. MicroED data sets are collected by continuously
rotating the crystal in the beam as the CETA D camera is continuously acquiring diffraction
images.
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Table S2.1. Data collection and refinement statistics for the three organic semiconductor samples.
dPyr PDI

dCN NDI

dDPP

Data collection
Excitation Voltage
Wavelength (Å)
Number of crystals

300 kV
0.019687
3

300 kV
0.019687
8

300 kV
0.019687
7

Data Processing
Space group
Unit cell length a, b, c
Angles α, β, ɣ (°)
(Å)
Resolution
(Å)
Measured reflections
Unique reflections
Redundancy
Robs (%)
Rmeas (%)
I/σΙ
CC1/2 (%)
Completeness (%)

Cc
22.05, 10.76, 9.34
90.000,
101.287,
0.60
90.000
23,894
4,661
5.1
17.4 (41.2)
19.0 (52.1)
4.48 (1.14)
99.4 (45.5)
84.7 (41.8)

P21/c
8.09, 6.39, 11.63
90.000,
104.711,
0.57
90.000
27,418
2,512
10.9
19.2 (43.8)
19.9 (53.3)
6.81 (0.98)
97.7 (79.4)
71.5 (49.0)

P21/n
15.09, 19.55, 34.77
90.000,
94.627,
0.90
90.000
134,916
14,926
9.0
28.0 (129.0)
29.7 (146.7)
4.15 (0.66)
97.7 (20.5)
97.5 (77.3)

Structure
Stoichiometric
Refinement
R1
Formula
wR2
GooF

C32H24N4O4
0.2355 (0.1991)
0.5085
1.423

C16H4N4O4
0.1690 (0.1376)
0.3919
1.141

C54H70N8O6S2
0.2908 (0.2350)
0.5555
1.813
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Figure S2.1. Example (A) dCN NDI and (B) dDPP crystals under low magnification view on the
EM grid. Representative crystals used for diffraction are circled. Scale bars represent 2 μm.

Figure S2.2. Example diffraction patterns of (A) dCN NDI, which extends beyond 0.6 Å, and (B)
dDPP, which extends to 0.90 Å. The edge of the detector is approximately 0.65Å in A and B.
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S2.4. MicroED Data Processing
MicroED data were converted from MRC to SMV format for further data processing5, and
the processing and refinement procedures followed standard workflows for MicroED 6. The data
sets were indexed, integrated, and scaled using XDS7. Structures were solved by direct methods in
SHELXT8 and refined using the ShelXle9 graphical interface for SHELXL10.

Figure S2.3. Fo density maps of (A) dPyr PDI (0.60 Å resolution), (B) dCN NDI (0.57 Å
resolution), and (C,D) dDPP (0.90 Å resolution) all contoured at 1.5σ. Models and maps were
visualized in ShelxLe.
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Figure S2.4. Additional view of the solved (A) dPyr PDI, (B) dCN NDI, and (C) dDPP crystal
structures from MicroED data.
S2.5. GIWAXS
Glass substrates were cleaned by sonicating in detergent water for 10 min, acetone for 10
min, isopropyl alcohol for 10 min, and then plasma cleaning [Harrick Plasma Cleaner PDC-32 G]
for 10 min. Thin films of dPyr PDI and dDPP films were prepared for GIWAXS measurements by
drop casting 60 μL of 10 mM toluene solutions onto clean glass slides and allowing them to dry
in air. dCN NDI was thermally evaporated using a RADAK I Thermal Evaporator at a rate of 0.1
Å/s for 1 nm and then increased to 0.5 Å/s for a total of 40 nm.
GIWAXS experiments were performed at beamline 12-ID SMI at the National Synchrotron
Light Source II (NSLS-II) at Brookhaven National Laboratory, NY, USA. Samples on glass
substrates were illuminated by an X-ray beam at wavelength 0.77 Å and with beam-size
horizontally 200 um and vertically 30 um in a grazing incident geometry with an incident angle of
0.1 degree. Scattering patterns were recorded by a Pilatus300K detector 0.2739 m downstream of
the sample. The detector scanned across the q-range needed for the study and multiple scattering
patterns were stitched together to obtain the final scattering data, shown for example in Fig. 1E
and Fig. S5. Integrated 1D intensity plots versus the scattering vector q were obtained through inhouse beamline analysis software.
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Figure S2.5. Q-space generated from GIWAXS data for (A) dCN NDI and (B) dDPP.
Given the crystal structures from MicroED, GIWAXS scattering patterns were indexed
with in-house analysis tools to determine the molecule orientations in thin films.11 The GIWAXS
data with indexing provides an estimation of the molecular orientation relative to the substrate.

Figure S2.6. Comparison of MicroED generated powder pattern and GIWAXS data for (A) dCN
NDI and (B) dDPP.
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S3.

Efficient Free Triplet Generation Follows Singlet Fission in Diketopyrrolopyrrole
Polymorphs with Goldilocks Coupling
S3.1. Synthesis

All reagents and starting materials were purchased from Millipore, Sigma, or VWR and used
without further purification unless otherwise noted. 3,6-di(thiophen-2-yl)-2,5-dihydropyrrolo[3,4c]pyrrole-1,4-dione (DPP Core) and 2,5-dimethyl-3,6-di(thiophen-2-yl)-2,5-dihydropyrrolo[3,4c]pyrrole-1,4-dione (MeDPP) were synthesized using previously reported procedure (Scheme 1).1
All solvents were distilled prior to use, and all reactions were carried out under Ar atmosphere
using standard Schlenk techniques. Deuterated solvents were purchased from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories Inc. and used as received. Proton NMR spectra were obtained on Bruker AVANCE
300 MHz spectrometer and all spectroscopic data were consistent with the previous reports. All
chemical shifts were reported in ppm units (δ) using residual solvent peaks as the internal
reference.

Scheme S3.1. Preparation of MeDPP.

2,5-dimethyl-3,6-di(thiophen-2-yl)-2,5-dihydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione

(MeDPP):

DPP Core (8.36 g, 27.8 mmol) and K2CO3 (15.4 g, 111 mmol) were dissolved in NMP (250 mL)
and stirred under Ar atmosphere for 30 min at room temperature. MeI (50.5 g, 356 mmol) was
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added in one portion and stirred for 1 hr at room temperature. The solution was heated to 55 oC
and additional MeI (39.5 g, 278 mmol) was added and stirred for 5 hrs. The reaction mixture was
cooled to room temperature, and H2O (750 mL) was added to the reaction mixture and stirred for
10 min. The reaction mixture was cooled to 4 oC for 16 hrs. The dark precipitate separated by
filtration, washed with H2O (100 mL) and MeOH (20 mL), and dried by aspiration to provide
MeDPP as a purple/black solid (6.3 g, 86 %). 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO) δ 8.81 (dd, J = 3.9,
1.1 Hz, 2H), 8.12 (dd, J = 5.0, 1.1 Hz, 2H), 7.44 (dd, J = 5.0, 3.9 Hz, 2H), 3.55 (s, 6H).

Figure S3.1. 1H NMR of MeDPP (300 MHz, 25 oC, (CD3)2SO).
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S3.2. MicroED

Sample Preparation
3-5 μL of 10 mM MeDPP solutions in PhMe were dropped onto continuous carbon coated copper
mesh EM grids [Electron Microscope Sciences CF400-CU] for 1 min and then wicked dry from
the grid edge using filter paper [Whatman Cat No 1001-070]. Some grids were vapor solvent
annealed (VSA) for 1 hr with CH2Cl2 by placing them in an open glass petri dish, which was placed
in a CH2Cl2 containing crystallization dish and covered with a watch glass.

Data Collection
Standard MicroED Data collection procedures were used2, with slight modifications as described
below. Following the application of the samples to the grids, they were placed into autoloader
cartridges under liquid N2 and loaded into a Titan Krios cryo-TEM equipped with a CETA D
detector for MicroED analysis. Using the “search mode” of the microscope’s low-dose settings,
low magnification (LM mode, 660) was used to initially screen the quality of the grids and identify
promising nanocrystals on the grid. Upon identifying promising nanocrystals, defined as thin
single crystals with well-defined shape that were separated from the grid bars or other crystals,
initial diffraction patterns were collected by switching the cryo-TEM into diffraction mode by
using “exposure” mode in the low-dose settings and acquiring an initial diffraction pattern. If this
initial diffraction pattern showed high quality diffraction, the microscope was put back into search
mode and the maximum possible tilt range of the stage was determined for that crystal by tilting
the stage and ensuring the crystal remains centered and no other crystals or grid bars overlap with
the crystal. MicroED data sets were collected by continuously rotating the crystal in the beam as
the CETA D camera continuously acquired diffraction images.
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Figure S3.2. Example diffraction patterns from (A) H-aggregate and (B) J-aggregate crystal
MicroED data set.

Data Processing
MicroED data were converted from MRC to SMV format for further data processing 3. The data
sets were indexed, integrated, and scaled using XDS4. Structures were solved by direct methods in
SHELXT5 and refined using the SHELXL6 graphical interface for ShelXle7.
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Table S3.1. Data collection and refinement statistics for MeDPP polymorphs.
H-aggregate

J-aggregate

Data collection
Excitation Voltage
Wavelength (Å)
Number of crystals

300 kV
0.019687
4

300 kV
0.019687
2

Data Processinga
Space group
Unit cell length a, b, c (Å)
Angles α, β, ɣ (°)
Resolution (Å)
Number of reflections
Unique reflections
Robs (%)
Rmeas (%)
I/σΙ
CC1/2 (%)
Completeness (%)

P21/n
13.74, 6.85, 14.56
90.000, 94.563s, 90.000
10.00 - 0.65 (0.67 - 0.65)
15,128
4,768
11.6 (39.2)
13.9 (49.1)
4.78 (1.17)
98.2 (84.6)
85.0 (62.8)

P21/n
4.910, 12.89, 11.06
90.000, 101.704, 90.000
10.00 - 0.62 (0.64 - 0.62)
11,390
3,038
18.8 (72.4)
21.8 (87.6)
3.76 (0.72)
96.1 (29.0)
96.8 (95.0)

Structure Refinement
R1b
wR2
GooF

0.2210 (0.1913)
0.4895
1.637

0.2113 (0.1694)
0.4553
1.108

a

Values in parentheses represent the highest resolution shell

b

Values in parentheses represent the R1 for Fo > 4σ
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S3.3. MeDPP Thin Film Preparation
Glass substrates were cleaned by sonicating in detergent H2O for 10 min, Me2CO for 10 min,
isopropyl alcohol for 10 min, and then plasma cleaned [Harrick Plasma Cleaner PDC-32 G] for 10
min. MeDPP ingots were prepared for evaporation using a homemade press. MeDPP films were
deposited using thermally evaporation [RADAK I Thermal Evaporator] at a rate of 0.5 Å/s until
the target thickness was achieved. Film thickness measured 216 ± 18 nm thick with 8 ± 2 nm root
mean square roughness using Dektak profilometry [Bruker Dektak-XT]. Films from the same
deposition set were subsequently vapor solvent annealed in CH2Cl2, as described earlier, for 0, 1,
5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, or 60 min. GIWAXS, UV-vis, and transient absorption measurements
were all performed using the same set of films.
S3.4. GIWAXS
GIWAXS experiments were performed at beamline 12-ID SMI at the National Synchrotron Light
Source II (NSLS-II) at Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA. Samples on glass substrates were
illuminated by an X-ray beam at wavelength 0.77 Å and with beam-size horizontally 200 µm and
vertically 30 um in a grazing incident geometry with an incident angle of around 0.08 degrees.
Scattering patterns were recorded by a Pilatus300K detector 0.2739 m downstream of the sample.
The detector scanned across the q-range needed for the study and multiple scattering patterns were
stitched together to obtain the final scattering data. Integrated 1D intensity plots versus the
scattering vector q were obtained through in-house beamline analysis software.
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Figure S3.3. GIWAXS q-space patterns for MeDPP films on glass with VSA time of (A) 0 min,
(B) 1 min, (C) 5 min, (D) 15 min, (E) 60 min, and (F) integrated q-space patterns.
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Si(111) substrates were cleaned using the same protocol used for glass substrates stated earlier and
MeDPP films were thermally deposited in the same evaporation session as the MeDPP films on
glass substrates used in this study. VSA and GIWAXS measurements on MeDPP films on silicon
substrate were also performed alongside MeDPP films on glass substrates for consistency.
Comparison of MicroED determined crystal structures for H- and J-aggregate MeDPP with
GIWAXS 1D integrated intensity of MeDPP films deposited on Si substrates show similarly the
conversion of a mixture of aggregates to only detectable J-aggregates after VSA.

Figure S3.4. Comparison of calculated powder patterns from MicroED solved H- (i) and J- (ii)
aggregates with GIWAXS 1D integrated intensity of MeDPP thin films on Si(111) substrates
without (iii) and with (iv) 60 min VSA in dichloromethane.
The crystal structures from MicroED, GIWAXS scattering patterns were indexed with in-house
analysis tools to determine the molecule orientations in thin films.8 Molecular orientation relative
to the substrate is estimated using GIWAXS data and indexing.
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Figure S3.5. Additional J-aggregate crystal structure with respect to substrate normal surface.
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S3.5. UV-vis Spectroscopy
Solution Variable Temperature UV-vis Spectroscopy
Absorbances for 100 μM and 50 μM MeDPP solutions in PhMe were measured at 10, 20, 30, 40,
50, 60, and 70oC [Shimadzu UV-vis Spectrophotometer (UV–1800)].

Figure S3.6. Variable temperature UV-vis of 50 μM and 100 μM MeDPP in PhMe.
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Thin Film UV-Vis Spectroscopy
Thin film absorbances were measured by mounting films to the side of the spectrometer sample
holder using carbon tape. To determine H:J proportion of the MeDPP film for each VSA time, the
60 min VSA film was assumed to possess exclusively J-aggregates because of the consistent
absorption profile from 50 to 60 min VSA times and undetectable H-aggregate GIWAXS signal.
1 min VSA film were first chosen to deconvolute because it would possess the higher relative
concentration of H-aggregates and was the earliest in the series to pass through the isosbestic point
indicating equilibrium between J- and H-aggregates. The 1 min VSA film was deconvoluted by
fitting its absorption profile to the linear combination of the J-aggregate profile (60 min VSA)
multiplied by an initial guess %composition and 4 gaussian curves, representing H-aggregate
contribution. The estimated %composition and gaussian curves were found using an Excel solver
to minimize residual error between the 1 min VSA film spectrum and the linear combination of Jaggregate and gaussian curves. These gaussian curves were then summed to afford to the Haggregate absorption profile.
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Figure S3.7. Deconvolution of J- and H-aggregates from UV-vis absorption spectra. (A) Fitting
of 1 min VSA MeDPP film and linear combination of J-aggregate contribution and 4 gaussian
curves, (B) 60 min VSA film profile, assumed 100% J-aggregate, multiplied by estimated
contribution, and (C) gaussian curves representing H-aggregate contribution.
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Figure S3.8. Profiles for J-aggregate taken from 60 min VSA film and normalized H-aggregate
taken from 1 min VSA film deconvolution of two components which are presumably H/J.
%J and %H for each film in the VSA series were solved as the linear sum of J- and H-aggregate
films given their respective absorbances at 587 nm, the first vibronic transition λmax for the Jaggregate, using the equation below:
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑉𝑆𝐴 = %𝐽 ∗ 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝐽 + %𝐻 ∗ 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝐻

Eq. S1
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S3.6. Conductive Probe AFM
Conductive Probe Atomic Force Microscopy (CP-AFM)
CP-AFM were collected using an Agilent 5500 instrument and analyzed with Scanning Probe
Image Processor (SPIP) software (version 6.0.2, Image Metrology, Lyngby, Denmark). Scans were
performed with a < 30 nm Pt coated probe (spring constant ∼2 N/m and resonant frequency ∼130
kHz) under dry N2 conditions (0.1% relative humidity). AFM tips were treated with UV/ozone

Figure S3.9. CP-AFM measurement of the MeDPP films. (A) and (B) topography and current
images of MeDPP films on Au(111) before 60 min of VSA. (C) and (D) topography and current
images of MeDPP films on Au(111) after 60 min VSA. Insets in (A) and (C) show the profiles along
the white lines. Bias applied is 0.3 V.
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(Novascan PSD-UV, UV wavelengths at 185 and 254 nm, average intensity 28-32 mW/cm2 at
253.7 nm) for 1 min and cleaned by soaking in ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ·cm) and ethanol (Koptec,
200 proof).
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy/Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STM/STS)
STM images were collected with a STM-1 (Scientia Omicron GmbH, Germany) system (with a
base pressure of 1 × 10-9 torr) using mechanically cut Pt/Ir (80/20) tips. Constant-current mode
images were obtained in a sample biasing and tip grounding configuration and analyzed with
Scanning Probe Image Processor (SPIP). Detailed bias voltages and tunneling currents were
described in each STM image. 100 I−V curves were collected and averaged for each STS spectrum,
by sweeping the voltage bias from −2 to 2 V. The set point used to stabilize the tunneling gap was
+1.5 V and 50 pA. To avoid various tip effects, I−V spectra were discarded if the subsequent
imaging showed tip changes after the spectra were collected. All the images and the I−V spectra
were collected at room temperature.

Figure S3.10. STM experiment of the MeDPP films. (A) STM topography image (Vbias = 1.5 V, It =
50 pA) of the MeDPP films on Au(111) before 60 min of VSA. (B) dI/dV measurement of the
MeDPP films before 60 min of VSA. (C) STM topography image (Vbias= 1.5 V, It = 50 pA) of the
MeDPP films on Au(111) after 60 min of VSA. (D) dI/dV measurement of the MeDPP nanoparticles
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after 60 min of VSA. The set point used to stabilize the tunneling gap is 1.5 V and 50 pA. The plots
are numerically calculated derivatives (dI/dV) of 100 averaged I−V curves.

S3.7. Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
The Helios and EOS spectrometers (Ultrafast Systems) were used for broadband pump-probe
femtosecond (fs) and nanosecond (ns) transient absorption (TA) measurements. The pump beam
(500 nm) was generated in a collinear optical parametric amplifier (Light conversion) pumped by
the 800 nm output of an amplified Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent Astrella, 1 kHz). For fs-TA, the
probe light was generated by focusing the fundamental of the Astrella laser system on a sapphire
crystal. For EOS measurements, the probe was generated by a pulsed supercontinuum laser. All
measurements were carried out under Ar atmosphere. Global analysis of TA data was performed
with the publicly available program Glotaran based on the statistical fitting package TIMP.9

Figure S3.11. Global analysis of ns-TA data of as-deposited and VSA 60 min MeDPP films.
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Figure S3.12. Transient absorption spectra of the MeDPP films with different VSA times. The
numbers in the top-right corner of the spectra indicate VSA times.
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Figure S3.13. Global analysis of fs-TA (left) and ns-TA data (right) of MeDPP films with different
VSA times.
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Figure S3.14. Sensitized triplet spectra, excitation at 730 nm. Calculated sensitized triplet spectra
are in blue, by taking the difference between the MeDPP triplet in PdPc (red) and the PdPc(OBu)8
triplet in PS (black) at 1 ns which was normalized at around 630 nm. The triplet spectra from
unannealed MeDPP film (at 1 ns) are overlaid in green.
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Figure S3.15. Single-wavelength kinetics at 630 nm, demonstrating triplet-triplet energy transfer.

Determination of quantum yields.
The (T1T1) yields from fs-TA are determined by the modified ground state bleach method, which
is based on the addition of arbitrary scaled portion of ground-state absorption to the evolutionassociated differential spectra (EADS) received from global analysis of raw TA data.10-11 The
summation is repeated until any spectral fingerprints of the ground-state bleaching (GSB) is
eliminated from the spectra. The relative yield of other excited state species is calculated by
defining the quantity of GSB added to recover the transient spectrum of the pure photoexcited
singlet excited state (S1S1) as 100%. As the ns-TA data does not include the singlet excited state
signatures due to the time resolution (i.e., it lacks a reliable internal reference), the quantum yield
for ns-TA data were determined directly by the global analysis. This is based on the assumption
that extinction coefficients for all triplet species observed on this time scale have to remain
constant during the excited decay.
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Figure S3.16. Triplet yield fitting of the MeDPP films pure photoexcited singlet excited state
(S1S1) (left), coupled singlet state (S1S0) (middle), and coupled triplet state (T1T1) (right) with
different VSA times.

Table S3.2. Summary of fs-TA SF kinetics and coupled triplet (T1T1) yields for VSA MeDPP
films.
VSA (min)

τ1 (ps)

τ2 (ps)

ΦT (± 0.2)

0

1.6 ± 0.2

30.6 ± 0.2

1.76

1

1.3 ± 0.1

21.9 ± 0.5

1.88

5

1.3 ± 0.1

21.3 ± 0.4

1.95

10

1.4 ± 0.1

22.3 ± 0.4

1.85

15

1.5 ± 0.1

22.6 ± 0.7

1.91

20

1.5 ± 0.1

22.9 ± 0.4

1.93

30

1.5 ± 0.1

23.9 ± 0.3

1.96

40

1.6 ± 0.2

23.6 ± 0.6

1.92

50

1.8 ± 0.1

23.2 ± 0.5

1.95

60

1.7 ± 0.1

23.3 ± 0.6

1.96
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Table S3.3. Summary of ns-TA SF kinetics and free triplet (T1) yields for VSA MeDPP films.
VSA (min)

τ1 (ns)

τ2 (ns)

ΦT (± 0.2)

0

45 ± 5

476 ± 6

0.58

1

66 ± 10

473± 2

0.74

5

63 ± 4

470 ± 15

0.88

10

61 ± 8

457 ± 8

0.98

15

58 ± 2

477 ± 12

1.06

20

62 ± 6

483 ± 25

0.96

30

51 ± 8

510 ± 10

0.98

40

51 ± 7

456 ± 20

1.04

50

56 ± 12

497 ± 16

1.04

60

52 ± 7

501 ± 12

0.96
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Fluence-dependent experiment of VSA 60 min
Sample power dependence studies were carried out using the VSA 60 min films with the excitation
energy 10−200 nJ/pulse. The singlet excited state decay at 730 nm shown in Figure S17
demonstrated that similar kinetics given the comparably low excitation density less than
4×1018/cm3.

Figure S3.17. Power-dependence TA measurements of 60 min VSA MeDPP film.
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Figure S3.18. Single-wavelength kinetic fit of τ1 and τ2 at excitation densities ranging from
0.78−15.5 × 1018/cm3, corresponding to 30-200 nJ/pulse.
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S3.8. Coupling Constant Calculations
The computation of the singlet fission coupling between an exciton state(SoS1) and a correlated
triplet pair (T1T1) state was carried out by following a superexchange mechanism12:

̂ 𝒆𝒍 |𝑻𝟏 𝑻𝟏 ⟩ = ⟨𝑺𝟎 𝑺𝟏 |𝑯
̂ 𝒆𝒍 |𝑻𝟏 𝑻𝟏 ⟩ − 𝟐
𝑽𝐒𝐓 = ⟨𝑺𝟎 𝑺𝟏 |𝑽

𝑽𝒔𝟏 𝒔𝟎 ,𝑪𝑨 𝑽𝑪𝑨,𝑻𝑻 − 𝑽𝒔𝟏 𝒔𝟎 ,𝑨𝑪 𝑽𝑨𝑪,𝑻𝑻
[𝑬(𝑪𝑻) − 𝑬(𝑻𝑻)] + [𝑬(𝑪𝑻) − 𝑬(𝑺𝟏 )]

This expression can be approximated by assuming that the direct coupling (first term on the rhs)
is small compared to the one-electron couplings 𝑽𝒊𝒇 and can be neglected. All of these 𝑽𝒊𝒇 can be
obtained by using one-electron matrix elements:
̂ |𝝓𝑩 ⟩
𝑱𝑨𝑩 = ⟨𝝓𝑨 |𝑭

Where A,B refer to the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of the two monomers acting on the singlet
fission. Finally, assuming that the energy of the correlated triplet and the energy of the singlet
excited states are almost degenerate, the one electron coupling term can be determined as
follows13:

𝑽𝟏𝒆

√𝟑 (𝑱𝑯𝑳 𝑱𝑳𝑳 − 𝑱𝑳𝑯 𝑱𝑯𝑯 )
𝟐
=
𝑬(𝑪𝑻) − 𝑬(𝑺𝟏 )

All 𝑱𝑨𝑩 elements are computed using the fragment orbital DFT method as implemented on
CPMD program14-15. Ultrasoft pseudo potentials and the PBE exchange correlation functional are
used on these calculations. The energy of the charge transfer E(CT) is obtained by using the
following expression13:
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𝑬(𝑪𝑻) = 𝑬𝑰𝑷 − 𝑬𝑬𝑨 − 𝑬𝑰𝑵𝑫

The ionization potential, electron affinity and 𝑬(𝑺𝟏 ) are evaluated with the ORCA program16 by
using the B3LYP functional along with the def-TZVP basis set. The induced energy, 𝑬𝑰𝑵𝑫 , is the
energy given by the response of the singlet fission pair to the polarization of the environment. In
order to compute this contribution, the Frozen Density Embedding (FDE) method as implemented
in the eQE program is utilized17. For the calculation of 𝑬𝑰𝑵𝑫 a supercell (2x2x2) is constructed for
both aggregates keeping the single fission dimer at the center of the supercell. Two single point
calculations were carried out, one where the dimer is neutral and one where the dimer is a charge
separated state. The FDE calculations is performed using ultrasoft pseudo potentials along with
the PBE functional.
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Figure S3.19. Real space representation of the transition densities for the first excited state for
both aggregates. The two isosurfaces have a size of 0.001 a.u.
Table S3.4. Overall one-electron coupling energies for SF in MeDPP H- and J-aggregates, CT
energies, and energy accounting for response due to environment.
Aggregate

𝑽𝐒𝐓

=

⟨S0S1|T1T1⟩ ECT (eV)

EIND (eV)

(meV)
J

59.51

2.54

2.55

H

157.56

2.87

2.22

ECT → Energy of the charge transfer state
EIND → Energy that accounts for the response due to the effects of the environment
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